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Chapter I
The Problem
The pxirpose of this study is to analyze and
evaluate representative standardized tests in
ari thine tic, and to so arrange and interpret the
data that it may be found helpful in choosing or
rejecting a standardized test*
Tests have accianulated rapidly. Kildredth's
1933 summary, lists one hundred and forty five
titles under Arithmetic Tests. This list covers
not only the present available tests but others
now out of print, some arithmetic tests have been
constructed for specific purposes but were later
published for general use. Some who have
constructed tests have been chiefly guided by
statistical considerations, forgetting the criteria
properly dictated by the purposes and uses of
arithmetic. Many have used tests with little or
no regard for purposes.
1. Hildredth, Gertrude H», Bibliography
Mental Tests and Rating Scales, Psychological
Corporation, Nev/ York, 1933
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Thus we arrive at a stage In the developnent
of arithmetic tests when critical analysis and
evaluation are needed. This will involve careful
analysis of the content of each test studied,
the setting up of criteria, and the application
of the criteria in a fair but critical manner to
the content, method, and general import of the
tests. This is the task set for the present
study.
••
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McMurry
, as long ago as 1904, called
attention to the fact that many processes taught in
arithmetic had little or no social value. The
theory of social utility sets up the criterion of
social usefulness as the chief basis for the
selection of subject matter for a given course.
Aritl-imetic is a tool subject. Assiiming that
arithmetic is justified in the grades on the basis
of its utility in the common affairs of life,
three phases of it need attention. 1. Experience
in life situations in which there is a felt need for
the ImoT/ledge of arithmetic; thus drill becomes
meaningful, g. Mastery of the useful nicnber facts
and the four fundamental processes. 3. Training
in everyday life and business situations.
"The social point of view is som.etimes
characterized as being utilitarian. It may be so;
but not in any narrow or undesircble sense. It
1. McMurray, Frank, Proceedings of the
National Education Association, July 1927, pages
194 - 202
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demands that training be as wide as life itself.
The content of courses in mathematics is to be
determined by liuman needs. A fundamental need of
our scientific age is more accurate quantitative
thinking about our vocations, civic problems,
taxation, income, insurance, expenditures, public
improvements, and other public and private problems
involving quantities. Aritlimetic teaching lilie the
teaching of penmanship is for the puri^ose of
providing tools to be used in matters that lie
beyond. Knowledge and drill should be given in
their relation to the human activities in which
they are used.""''
Dewey^ in The School and Society says, "There
should be a natural connection of the everyday
life of the child with the business environment
1. Bobbitt, Franklin, vmat the schools
Teach and Might Teach , The Survey Committee of tlie
Cleveland Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio, 1915
2 . Dewey , John , The School and Society
The Univsrsity of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois,
Revised Edition, Chapter III, page 66
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about him, and it is the affair of the school to
bring it into consciousness by keeping alive the
ordinary bonds of relation. The subject of
compound business partnership is probably not in
many arithJiietics nowadays-, though it was there not
a generation ago, for the makers of textbooks
said if they left out anything they could not sell
the books. This compound-business partnership
originated as far back as the sixteenth century.
The joint stock company was invented; compound
partnership disappeared but the problems relating
to it stayed in the arithmetics as useless material
for two hundred years. They were kept after they
ceased to have practical utility'-, for the sake of
mental discipline. A great deal of what is now
in the arithmetic under the head of percentage is
of the same nature. Children of twelve and
thirteen years of age go through gain and loss
calculations, and various forms of bank discount
so complicated that bankers dispensed with them
long ago. The child should study his arithmetic
not as an isolated thing by itself, but in reference
to his social environment.
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The youth needs to be acquainted with the bank as a
factor in modern life, with what it does, and how
it does it, and then relevant arithmetic processes
would have some meaning - quite in contradiction
to the time - absorbing, and mind - killing
examples in percentage found in our textbooks.
"The school should be connected with life so
that the experience gained by the child in a
familiar, commonplace way is carried over and made
use of there, and what the child leojms in school
is carried back and applied in everyday life."
investigations have been made to determine as
carefully as possible what arithmetic is used in
the daily activities of everyday life. Dr. G. li,
Wilson"^ conducted a survey of the social and
business usa?;e of arithmetic. The study was
based on 14,583 problems contributed by 4,068
different persons representing 155 different
occupations. Eighty five percent of all the
1 . Wilson, Guy M
.
, A. survey of the social
and Business Usage of .Arithmeti c^ Contributions to
Education, Number 100, Teachers' College, Columbia
University
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problems involved the use of money in either buyin;:
or selling of goods. Multiplication, addition,
subtraction, division, and fractions constituted 9( .6
percent of all adult figuring.
From the survey it was found that only two
and one half percent of all the problems in addition
had more than four places in the largest aadend.
Almost all of the multiplication problems had
either one or two place numbers in the miiltiplier.
In subtraction the minuend which was most common
was the three place m.inuend. in division 39.6
I)ercent of all the problems had one number in the
divisor; 43.4 percent had two place numbers in
the divisor. The most commonly used fractions had
denomir^.ators of halves, thirds, fourths, fifths,
and eighths. "The further toe goes in analysis
of the processes as actually reported in this
survey, the more convinced one is that life
situations are much more simple than the problems
represented in the old tyj)e of textbook. The
work in accounts is very simple. Percentage
involves simple discounts. The v/ork in denominate
44
numbers does not involve a single case of
reduction, ascending or descending, nor a sinp:le
case of addition, subtraction, multiplication, or
division of coinpoujid numbers. In fact denor.inate
numbers merely come in as names for simple
quantities and measures, bushel, foot, pound, and
the others in common use. Nine-tenths of all
figuring done by adults is done ?rhen money is
involved. ""^
V/oody^ in his report on Types of Arithmetic
Needed in Certain Tunnies of Salesmanship says,
"An interesting fact brought out by this investigation
Is the absence of the use of decimals except in
connection with United states money. Denom.inate
numbers as such are not used in the buying and
selling of goods. Goods are sold in appropriate
units and fractional parts thereof, but no attempt
1. V^ilson, Guy M., A survey of the social
and Business Usage of Arithmetic , contributions
to Education, Number 100, Teachers' College,
Columbia University
2* V.^oody, Clifford, T3rpes of Arithjnetic
Needed in Certain Types of Salesmanship , Elementar\^
School Journal, 1922
rc
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is made to reduce from one denomination to another.
In the hardware store, if the ;iross was used no
attempt was made to reduce the fractional portions
of the gross to dozens. The some !7as true in
regard to the foot and yard. No attempt was made
to express the amoimts purchased in tems other than
yards and fractional portions thereof. No attempt
was made to reduce an amount between fifty and one
hundred feet in length to yards and feet, or to
rods, yards and feet."
As a result of a study made in Denominate
Num.tiers Used in the Factories of New Britain,
Connecticut, V. Sala states-^: "It is not
profitable for children in the elementary grades
to spend time on comm.itting to memory tables of
weights and measures. T/hen the pupil understands
the cOTrmodity, ,it is not difficult for him to
apply the preferred unit of measurem.ent to that
commodity. The teaching of addition, subtraction.
1. Sala, v., Denominate Numbers Used in the
Factories of Nen Britain
,
Connecticut , Boston
University, Schccl of Education Thesis, 1931
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multiplication, and division of compound denominate
nimbers has little value. Reductions ascending and
reductions descending have no value in industry
with perhaps the exception of the estimating
department. They have, therefore, little
.•justification as a school exercise."
«The subject of common fractions has undergone
more change in the past twenty-five years than any
other topic in arithmetic," says Clifford B.
Upton''". Whereas a quarter of a century ago it was
a frequent occurrence to asX pupils to add a
series of fractions lil:e 2/3 + 3/5 + v/s + 7/12,
today such a problem is regarded as impractical
and extreme. Over 94 percent of the coriir:.cn fractions
found in present day life are those whose
denominators are 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, lOO,
and sometimes twelve, but when it com-es to
genuinely practical problems in addition and
subtraction of fractions re find that our range of
1. Upton, Clifford B., Changing the
Curricula: _in Arithmetic , Teachers ' Colle.ve
Record 28:341 - 359, December 1926
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denominators is still more limited. There is
frequent need for the addition of halves, fourths,
and eighths but it is extremely difficult to find
satisfactory problems where we are actually
obliged to add halves and thirds, or fourths and
sixths, or fractions having aiiy other denominator
than 2, 4, 8, or 16.
"Since our actual needs in the addition and
subtraction of fractions are confined therefore to
simple problems we are relieved of the teaching of
a number of topics which formerly caused more or
less trouble to pupils. Formal instruction in
least common denominators, greatest common
divisor, and least common multiple is no longer
necessary, and these expressions need not even be
mentioned. In adding fractions like 1/2 + 3/8
the common denominator is found by inspection
and it is not serious if the common denominator
found in this way is not the least common
denominator
•
"In the multiplication of fractions the m.ain
practical need is that of finding a fractional
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part of a whole nmber, such as the cost of 3/4
pound of butter at so much a pound. This also
Includes the multiplication of a whole number by
a mixed numher such as 2 3/4 x 70^. There is
little or no need for the multiplication of a
fraction by a fraction such as 3/4 x 5/6 as
sho\m in the struggles of school textbooks to
find suitable applications of this wor'K, The case
for the division of fractions is even less favorable.
There may be an occasional use for division of
fractions."
Carleton W. Washbume^ says: "There is so
little use for fractions that a mere knowledge of
the ba?ic principles v^ill suffice in the case of
most people. Only those knowledges and skills
should be demanded of all children in our schools
which vrill be used by most of them in life. We are,
therefore, not justified in demanding as high a
1. Vfashburne, CV-f., Superintendent of Schocli:,
Winnetka, Illinois. Result of investigation of
committee of Seven, social Practices in
}j Arithmetic Fundamentals, Elementary School
Journal: 60, September 1926
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standard in the manipulating of fractions as vie
have been requiring."
Research studies have also been inade by v/ise,
Thomdil:e, Mitchell, Charters, Schorling and
others. The conclusions reached were the same as
those from similar studies previously mentioned.
As a result of the findings from the research
studies in arithmetic in the Third Yearbook of the
Department of superintendence"^, the following
list of processes is given for complete elimination:
compound numbers, addition, subtraction,
multiplication, division: greatest common divisor
and least common miiltiple beyond the power of
inspection; long confusing problems in coimon
fractions; complex and compound fractions;
reduction of denominate numbers; cases two and
three in percentage; annual interest; compound
interest, except savings; partial payments;
true discount; proportion; ratio beyond the
1. Third Yearbook, Department of
If
Superintendence, National Education Assooiaticn
of the United States, Washington, District of
Columbia, page 41
4i
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ability of fractions to satisfy; partnerships with
time; exchange, domes tic, and foreign; apothecaries
•
weight; troy v/eight; table of folding paper,
surveyor* s table, table of foreign money; much of
mensuration - trapezoid, trapezium, polygons,
frustrums, spheres; cube root; the metric system.
The committee on Arithmetic'^ deems it
profitable to note the degree of difficulty
indicated by the various studies made.
Degree of difficulty of addition problems
The typical addition example for the adult is
the addition resulting from the purchase of two or
three items at a grocery store. The amount for
each item is usually less than one dollar. Therefore,
we note for thorough drill and high speed and
accuracy one, two, and three place examples, with
two, three, four, and even five addends, for
occasional drill -^Jid without speed requirements,
there should be attention to larger examples -
1. rourth Yearbook, Department of
superintendence. National Education Association of
the United States, Washington, District of
Columbia, Ft^bruary 1926, pages 177 - 180.
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even four, five, and occasionally six-place
mmbers, with addends running up to eight, ten, or
occasionally as many as twenty: for informational
attention no particular limit, but without any
attempt at drill as such.
Degree of difficulty of subtraction problens
Research findings suggest drill on subtraction
of one, two, three, and four place numbers with
major emphasis upon two and three place numbers;
occasional drill upon five and six place numbers;
the infon^iational usage for subtraction is
relatively small.
Degree of difficulty of multiplication problems
Research findings suggest thorough drill on
examples with one and two place multipliers:
occasional drill with three and even four place
multipliers. In drill work the multiplicand
should seldom exceed three or four places
.
Degree of difficult3'- of division problems
Ninety five percent of all division is
covered by one, two, and three place divisors.
Thorough drill on the same: occasional drill, verj'-
i
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occasional , with four place divisors.
Degree of diffioulty of fractions
confine thorough drill work to halves, thirds,
fourths, fifths, eighths, tenths, and tv/elfths:
occasional attention to sixteenths, tv;enty fourths,
or any fraction involved in actual situations.
United states money and decimals
Little attention should be paid to decimals
as such, buying and selling should be involved in
fundamental processes from the beginning; hence.
United states money should be constantly used from
the beginning.
What shall be taught relative to denominate
numbers? Tables as such are unnecessary. No
reductions, either ascending or descending occur
in business situations. Addition, subtraction,
multiplication, or division of compound numbers are
not needed.
Degree of difficulty of percents and percertrre
There should be broad reading Knowledge and
general understandings of percents as they occur
i
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in raark-dorm sales and general reading. The actv.al
study of business situations will call for division
of expenses, profits, loans, discounts, and 30
forth, and thus is introduced the opportimity for
drill work on simple percentage and interest."
The actual analysis of usage has become the
basis for inclusion of processes found useful in
arithmetic, or the exclusion of processes not used.
In analyzing and evaluating these tests in
arithmetic the social utility theor:,' is accepted.
Chapter I states the problem or task set for
this thesis, and develops the basis for its study
and solution.
i
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Chapter II
Arithnetic Tests
a. Purpose of Testing
The task of examinin^r the results of
teaching is an important one. It has been
facilitated hy the use of standardized tests.
Each teacher wishes to know the ability and
weakness of her class in order to direct her ;7ork
in such a way that the best results may be
obtained. Tests will reveal whether the class is
a homogeneoiis group or whether there is a sub-group
that needs special treatment.
The main purpose of testing in arithmetic,
however, is the diagnosis of pupil ability and
pupil difficulties. The results of tests should
be studied in the light of each pupil's individual
attainments and vreaknesses. v/hen the weaknesses of
individual pupils have been discovered, the
pupils can be grouped according to corcmon difficulties.
Thus the child and his needs receive the full
consideration of the teacher.-^
1. Wilson, G.M., and Hoke, K.J., How to
Measure
,
Macm.illan Company: Nev; vork, 1929,
Preface
(I
(
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b. Kinds of Tests
Most of the standardized tests that have been
prepared in arithnetic are of the survey type. The
survey test is so constructed, theoretically, that
a sample of each important element of subject natter
is given. The examples are usually arranged in
one of two ways, either in imits of increasing
difficulty or topically. When arranged in a
series of increasing difficulty, the term scale is
frecuentlv applied, such as the woody - Van
Wagenen Scales. The purpose of the spiral
arrangement is to determine the success or failure
upon each significant element of stibject matter.
When used for diagnostic purposes they furnish data
with reference to the samples used in the test.
The main purpose of the survey test, however, is a
quick inspection for grade classification of new
pupils.
The teacher is concerned with details of
instruction and with individual pupils. She needs
detailed information in order to diagnose the needs
of her pupils and to adjust her instruction to
fit their particular needs. The teacher needs to
Icnow the reason for a pupil's poor work. His
t
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difficulty may be in addition. This? dirficulty
may be made specific by means of an inventory test.
The term inventor^/ is used because of the
misapplication of the word diagnostic. A test
that is truly diagnostic points out the specific
difficulties of each child. Thus a teacher is
able to discover v/hether a child fails in addition
because he does not loiow his combinations, because
his span of attention is too short, because he does
not know how to carry, or for some other reason.
The location of defects in individuals or in
classes is one of the most important and helpful
teaching procedures. Prpperly constructed tests
may help in locating individual or class difficulties.
The necessity of considering the wide variety
of types of examples in each process i^ clearly
demonstrated by the results of a stud^'- by Overman^
of the extent to which training on a few specific
t3i)es of examples transfers to other tA,i:)es on
which no training is given. He says: "The results
i 1. Overman, J. P., An Experimental study of
the Effect of Methods of Teacliing on the Transfer
of Training in ArithmeTic , Elementary School
Journal, November 1930, Volume 7>1, pages 183 - 190
(
indicate that while transfer from one type of
example to a related type may occur in large
amounts, and may be complete in the case of some
individuals, it is seldom complete for a group as
a whole. This fact means that instruction and
practice in the fundamentals of arithmetic must be
based on full analysis of the fundamental proce.^ses.
in view of the fact that transfer is seldom complete
all the essential facts and all the essential
steps in the processes should be taught."
"The present tendency in testing in arithmetic
is to cover com.pletely the operations in all of
their specific phases and do this in such a marjier
that diagnosis of pupil weaknesses becomes
relatively easy. That is, since vre have now narrorred
our vrork in arithmetic to the useful phases, it
is xmsatisfactory to ascertain merely the percentage
of mastery by the use of a random sampling; what
is wanted is a complete inventory of accomplisl:iments
and deficiencies."-^
1. Y/iloon, G.I.I., and Hol:e, How to
Measure, Macmillan Company, Ne'7 "^'otK:, ITS?,
Chapter IV, page 71
1I
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«A test to be genuinely dia.?rnontic nust be
valid, that Is it must cover all of the sep£u?ate
skills which are most important and which
according to the aims of the course are to receive
the most emphasis. Diagnosis \7ill reveal the
specific weaknesses and the use of remedial
material will correct the defects v;ithout delay.
In this v;ay the pupil may be made avvare of his own
weaknesses and held largely responsible for
overcoming them."^
An inventory test is valuable to the teacher
in two ways: first as an instrument of diagnosing
pupil needs and accoiTTpllshments, and second as a
statement of the important types of examples in
the fimdamental processes, ideally a series of
inventory tests on the operations of aritlmetic
should guarantee an almost perfect measure of the
specified part of the subject. Instead of
presenting two or three of the fundamental
1. Greene, H.A., and Jorgen^en, Albert
The Use and Interi.^retatior. of Educational Tests,
Longiuans , Green and Company, New York, 1^.29,
Chapter IV, parres 39 - 40

combinations it should present all of them. This
guarantees perfect validity 'oecau^o no elements of
the field are left out of the tent. The problem of
reliability is also much simplified.
In reasoning or written problem tests the
tendency is to choose problems that approximate
life situations. "Y-hen arithmetic is put to
practical business use, it is always connected
v/ith an actual situation. The problem then requires
jud.'^ent or reason as to the process involved."*
Problem^s should be meaningful to pupils. They
should be based on actual life situations that the
pupils understand. Failure in problem work has
been due to the fact that the pupils did not know
what it was all about; the problems involved
obsolete business practices or situations entirely''
out of the experience or understanding of the
pupil.
W.J. Osbom in his study of Diagnostic and
Remedial Treatment for Errors in Arithmetical
1. Wilson, G.M., and Hoke, K.J., How to
Measure , Macmillan Company, New York, 1929,
Chapter IV, page 106
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Reasoning, after reviewing 30,000 errors rnade by
6,000 children on the Buckingham Problem Tests,
pom I, states, "About 60 percent of the wrong
ansT^ers are due to failure right in the beginning
to understand what is to be done,"
According to the Third Yearbook, "isolated
reasoning problems are not meeting the demands of
life as it is. Under life conditions problems are
solved when the individual is keen as to
consequences. Any calculating is a small detail
in a larger unified process."-^
Details which make for interest insure that
the child will identify himself xvith the problem.
He will appreciate the critical situation in which
affairs are, and will want to know what tiie any^'or
is. "The problem must make an appeal. The
situation must be understood, and if it is
understood, the problem is half solved. It goes
without saying that the problems must be expressed
in language which children can understand, that
1. Department of superintendence. Third
Yearbook, National Education Association, 1925,
Chapter on Arithmetic, page 95
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the computations should be within their povers
and that the complexity should be within the
maturity of their reasoning pov/ers."-^
The general recomtnenclations growing out of
an Investigation on problems by VJashbume^ are as
follows: ••Problems should be so constructed as
to present real situations familiar to the child.
Children should be given many such problems to
solve without special training in any generalized
formal technique of analyzing problems,
concentration or practice in solving practical
problems will yield gratifying results."
1. National society for the Study of
Education, Report of the society's Committee on
Arithmetic, Twenty-ninth Yearbook, Public School
Publishing company, Bloomington, Illinois
2. Washburne, Carle ton W., and Osborne,
Raymond, Solving Arithmetic Problems
,
Elementary
School Journal, Volme XXVI I, ' December 1926,
Number 4, page 296
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Chapter III
Criteria for Selecting Tests
a. Ma;]or Criteria
"The ma;jor criteria relate to the ends which
should be served "by testing and which are more
fundamental than the testing itself.
1. "The test should he in harmony with and
reinforce the right ciirricular principles.
"This means that the true purposes of the
subject from a curricular standpoint should be
furthered by the test. In the fundamentals of
arithmetic, speed and accuracy in automatic responses
are wanted. The tests which measure progress in
these lines are, therefore, directly reinforcing
the tool purposes of arithmetic.
2. "A test should encourage, supplement, and
reinforce proper methods of teaching.
"Since automatic memory results eire wanted
in arithmetic, the drill method is the appropriate
one. A test, therefore, which calls for automatic
mastery of the fundamental facts, properly reinforces
the drill procedure.
3. A test should serve the true purposes of
an examination.
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a. "A good examination is the best teaching
which can be done at the time.
b. "A good examination provides for a new
view, a reorganization, or a v^orth-while application.
"If an examination is to be good teaching,
it means that it will not be imposed from without
but it will be under the direction of the teacher
and fully in harmony with her plans and purposes.
It means also that the test must be in harmony
v/ith good teaching and provide the kind of material
that will mean new thinking in a worth-while
situation.
"Regardless of a testes statistical and
mechanical excellence, if these three criteria
are not properly met the test is to be looked
upon with extreme doubt, and unless for very special
reasons, is to be rejected.
1. v/ilson, G.M., and Koke, K.J., How to
Measure , The Macmillan Company, New York , 1^9
,
pages 515 - 517

-se-
ta. Minor criteria
"A test may meet the three primary criteria
and still not be nearly as good a test as possible.
There are further refinements and these refinements
have been the particular contribution of the
scientific workers in the field of educational
measuremen t .
"
^
In choosing a standardized test make sure that
the test really measures what it aims to measure
•
"The accuracy and detail with which a test is a
measure of a trait, function, or school subject is
called its validity. "2 For a test to possess
validity it is necessary that the materials in the
test be of prime importance, that the questions
cover the essentials over which the complete mastery
on part of pupils can be reasonably expected, and
which they are given an opportunity to master in
the course of study.
A standardized test should have at least two,
preferably more duplicate forms, so a teacher may
1. Wilson, G.M., and Hoke, K.J., How to
Measure
. Macmillan Company, Neiv ^'ork, 1929, page 519
2. Simonds, P.M., Measurement in Secondary
Education
. Macnillan Cou)^oi\y, New YorlT, 1930,
page 279
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retest the class v;hen she considers it desirable.
Reliability refers to the correlation between the
results of two forms of the same test, it is the
accuracy of the test. Yfhen the judgment of the
scorer enters into the reliability of the score,
the test is unreliable, for the same test paper
may be scored differently by two scorers or by the
same scorer at different tines.
A f^ood test ought to be as easy to score as
possible. Instructions for scoring, and an ansv/er
Key Yfhich covers every possible response for which
credit is given, should accoijipany every standardized
test. In general, a test is more valuable in its
interpretative results if it is valid, reliable,
easy and economical to administer.
Most publishers include norms in the manual of
directions accompanying the test. The final aim in
fundamentals should be lOO^jo, Thus, if the test is
reasonable and right for the grade, the only
acceptable norm is 10o4. A norm is a standard
based upon average performance. "Grade norms are
less reliable and therefore less significant than
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age norms." The achievement in a grade for a
test may give a norm that will be useful for the
various schools using the same course of study.
A norm made up from a group of schools similar in
tyipe may be used to compare the achievement in
each of the schools concerned, sometimes a
number of cities agree to exchange results in a
given test, and if the facts are Icnown about course
of study requirements, time allotments, and other
pertinent data, interesting comparisons of
achievement may be made.
"The teacher is urged, v/ith increasing
understanding, to become more critiical of tests and
thus aid in the general work of mailing them more
acceptable; that is, more valid, accurate,
reliable, and economical, and, at the ^ane time,
more nearly serving the larger aims of the subjects
and of education in general."
"Scientific testing in aritlimetic has had
1. Wilson, G.M., and Hoke, K.J.. How to
Measure , Macmillan company. New vork, 1929,
page 556
2. Wilson, G.M., and Hoke, K.J., how to
Measure , Macmillan Company, New vork, 1929,~pa.ge 5*^1
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wholesome effects upon the teaching of that
subject. It has focused attention on the essential
things and has supplemented admirably the cujriicular
studies of Wilson, Wise, woody. Charters, and
others which call for a saner and wiser selection
of subject matter on the basis of social usage.
1. Wilson G.M., and Koke, K.J., i:ov: to
Measure
, Macmillan Company, New ^'or'K, 19?9,
page 71
c
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Chapter IV
survey Tests
Survey tests are used to secure a general
measure of the level of achieVeinent of a school,
or for quick pupil classification. They are not
intended to provide information which will enable
a teacher to locate the cause or the nature of the
deficiency if the school or class is deficient.
survey tests designed to measure achievement
in a number of grades are usually available in
two or three forms of equivalent difficult^'" . Each
test contains sets of examples that have a wide
range of difficulty, rjinsing from examples that are
easy enough for pupils in the primary grades to
others that are so difficult that only pupils in
the upper grades can do them correctl3r.
The success of remedial teaching depends upon
the accuracy and detail with which the specific
s^tills involved in the processes of arithmetic are
identified and isolated. Scientific investigations
point to the fact that there are as many separate
I types of adding ability'- as there are different
cc
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types of examples to be added. This appears to be
true not only for addition but for all of the
operations with integers. The authors of
standardized arithmetic tests differ in their idea?
of the important process steps to be used in the
operations of arithmetic. The more accurately a
test measures the separate skills, the more
helpful will that test be in revealing a picture of
the specific weakness of a pupil, some of the
survey tests give rather detailed analysis of
pupil difficulties.
In analyzing the tests the process steps
used by the various authors are given. IH the
tables every fact met in every example in the
fundamental processes is tabulated. Detailed
analysis of tests follows.
r
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a. The Cleveland Survey?- Tests-*- originated in
the educational survey of the Clevelar.d Pii.blic
Schools. Mr. Stuart A, Courtis of Detroit
accepted an invitation from the Survey Staff to
cor.e to a conference at which the arithmetic tests
were planned. The material v/as based on the Cleveland
course of study.
The tests are composed of fifteen different
sets of examples and are to be used in Grades III
to VIII. They aim to test the fundamentals of
arithmetic. There are four sets of the tests in
addition; two in subtraction; three in miiltiplication;
four in division; and two in fractions. In each of
the fundamental processes and in fractions, the
first set of examples is simple and each later
test increases in difficulty. It is a timed test;
the time covered by the test is t\7enty-tv:o minutes.
There are two forms I and II, similarly'" constructed.
The Process steps used in the Cleveland Sur\-ey
Tests are:
1. Cleveland Survey Tests in Arilhnetic
,
Forms
I_ and II , Public School Publishing Company,
Bloomington, Illinois
cc
Addition *
1. Primary facts
2. One place columns, 5 addends carrying,
3. One place columns, 5 addends, zeros.
4. One place columns, 13 addends.
5. Four place figures, U addends, carrying.
Subtraction .
1. Primaiy facts.
2. Related facts*
3. One step borrowing.
4. Double borrowing.
5. Double borrovTing with zero in minuend.
Multiplication .
1. Primary facts.
S. One place multiplier, 4 place multiplicand,
carr^^ing, requiring addition in higher decade.
short Division .
1. Four or five digits in quotient no remainders.
2. Zero in quotient.
Long Division .
1. Involving chiefly the form of operation in
long division: no carrying, in multiplication;
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no borrowing in subtraction; no remaindere.
2, Quotient difficulty.
Trial divisor is not the correct quotient.
3. Quotient difficulty even though the increase
by-one rule is used.-*-
1. There are two rules for estimating the
I
quotient in long division. First, by using the
first digit of tlie divisor as it stands as the
trial divisor. Second, for examples in which the
second digit of the divisor is large, the first
digit of the divisor increased by one is the
trial divisor.
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Table I Addition facts and their frequency.
Cleveland Survey Test Form 1.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0
1
1 1
1 2
1
2
1
2 4
1
1 1
1
4
1
1
33
34
1 1 1
1
1
1
2 2 6 4 5 1 4 4 4 35 1 1 1 1
3
4
5
4 1 4
2
4
2
A4
3
3
1 1
1 o1 3
1
X
A 36
37 1
1
2
1
1
5 ± ± ± o o rrD /d X 1 38 J.
6 3 2 3 TX 1 3 2 4 2 2 39 1 1
7 1 2 TX ± 3 >•4 3 1 40 1 1 1
8 1 3 2 4 1 5 4 3 5 4 41 1 1 1
9 1 2 4 1 3 3 1 3 4 6 42 1 1 1
10 1 1 2 3 4 1 43 1 2 2 1 1
11 2 1 4 2 2 1 4 44 1 1 1
12 X X o 1 3 O X 1 1 45 1 1 X X J.
13 •2 X 3 3 46 X X
14
15
16
3 4 1
±
1
5
1
1
2 2
O 1
1
2
3
1
3
47
48
49
1
1
1 1
J. ± 1
1
17 o<j X 2 o o 3 3 50
18 X X •ro o/O 4 7o 51 1 1
19 X X O 1X <0 X 52 X 1
20
21
± X
±
X
2
b 3
1
1
2 2
2
2
53
54
1 1
1
1
22 2 1 1 55 1 2
23 1 2 2 3 1 3 56 1 1
24 1 1 2 1 2 57 1 1 1
25 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 58 1 2 1
26 1 1 3 2 1 59 1
27 1 1 2 60 1
28 1 1 61
29 1 2 1 1 1 62 1
30 1 1 63
31 2 1 64 1
32 1 2 2 1 2 65 1
The numbers at the left are added to those across
the top. These facts ivere found by adding up the
colurais. The nmber in the square indicates the
frequency, for example 0+0 occurs once, 1+0
occurs once, 2 + 0 occurs tv/ice and so on.
In Form 1, 90 of the primary addition facts, 14? o:^^
the higher decade facts to 39 + 9, and 59 of the
higher decade facts used in carryin,:: in multiplication
are used. For a survey test the addition facts
are well sampled.
e
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Table II Addition facts and their frennency.
Cleveland Srurvey Arithmetic Tests Forn 2
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 JL J. 1 1 1 1 1 oo 2 1 2 1
1 2 2 2 1 3 2 1 1 2
2 P 7 1 4 4 7 1 3 6 1 1 1 2
5 1 5 1 2 5 3 1 4 1 36 1 1
4 1 2 3 2 3 1 1 1 2 37 1
5 ? 1 3 1 1 3 2 2 38 1
6 1 1 3 1 3 1 2 2 2 2 39 2 1
7 2 5 2 3 5 2 4 1 3 6 40 1
8 2 2 5 1 1 1 3 3 4 2 41 1 1 1
9 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 3 42 1 1 1 1 1
10 1 2 5 1 3 5 2 2 1 43 1 2
11 2 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 44 1 1 1 1JL
12 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 45 1
13
14
15
2
1 1
1 1
1
1
2
2
1
3
2
2
2
3
2
1
1
1
2
1
3
2
2
1
1
1
46
47
48
1
1
p p
1 1
16 5 1 1 6 2 1 2 p 49 1 1 2
17 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 2 50 1 1
18 1 ? 1 3 1 2 1 1 4 p 51 1 1
19
20
21
22
TJ.
-L O
J.
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
3
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
52
53
54
55
1
1 1 1 2
1
1
1 1
23 o<• 2 2 1 1 56 1 1
24
25 2
3 2
1
3
2 1 1
57
58
1
1
26 1 1 2 1 1 59 1
27 1 1 1 1 60 1
28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 63 1
29 1 64 1
30 1 3 2 2 1 1 1 65 1 1
31 1 70
32 1 71 1
The figures on the left are added to those across the
top. The figure in the square denotes the frequency.
In Form 2, 89 of the priiiiar:/ addition facts, 162
of the upper decade facts, and 49 of the liigher
decade facts used in carrying in multiplication are
used. The addition facts are rell sampled for a
survey test.
r
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Table III
Cleveland
Subtraction facti
survey Arithraetic
3 and their i
Tests, Form
frequency.
1.
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 91011 m314 16
0 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
1 1 2 1 1 2 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1
3 2 1 2 2 1 1 1
4 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
5 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2
7 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2
8 1 1 2 2 2 2 1
9 2 1 2 1 ?, 1
The figures on the left are subtracted 1rrom those
across3 the top. The figiire ii1 the £square denotes
the freauency
,
for example 4 -- 3 occurs twice,
, 5 -- 0,
once 6 3 twice and sc) on •
79 c)f the primary subtraction facts ai?e used. The
subtraction facts are v:ell sampled.
Table J subtraction facts and their free 5ncv
.
Cleveland sur^'ev Arithmetic T«5S1bs, I'OTn 2
0
-L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 1213 1415161718
0 1 1 5 2 1 1
1 1 O 1 1 1 2 1 1
2 1 1 1 2 1 2 3
3 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 3 1 3 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 3 2 2 1
6 1 3 2 1 2 1 1
7 1 2 2 2 1 1 3
8 1 2 2 2 1 3
9 1 1 0 2 4 1
The fipcures orI 1ihe) 1Left are sub1^r •''ictedL iVon those
across 1ih€i 1 )
.
7C) C>f the primary subtraction facts are usled.
4t
L
•
1
::
L
-i
4;5 -
Le V I lul til) -li<3 0. ti' f^IC to and the:Ir fre auency •
c:Levelojil Sur^/ey j x^ietic T< ts, :""om 1 •
0 3 5 S 7 3 d
0 1 1 i 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 3 3 2 3 4 1 3 1
3 1 2 3 3 2 3 2 3 3
4 1 2 4 3 2 3 3 3 3
5 1 1 2 3 3 3 4 o 3 4
6 1 1 3 2 4 4 2 4 2 3
7 1 1 3 3 4 4 3 4 3 2
8 3 3 3 2 3 2 3 3
9 3 2 2 1 ? 5
The 33 on th( Left are nul tiplied by tho 5e
across3 th<3 iop • rPh<3 figure in •the s quare den<Dtes
the nuiTibe:C (5f tines th3 C( in
'
tion 0{3curr3'1.
85 C)f the multiplicatioi1 1E*acts iare iised •
Tab: \ QL v:[ Multi^")licatioi1 jfact! *and ' 3i:r 1rr(souenci
c:I.eveland ^ur- r I^ri thine tic Tests ?OTVi 2 •
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 3 2 4 2 3 1 3 2
3 3 3 3 2 3 3 .2 3
4 1 2 3 3 2 5 2 4 2
5 2 4 2 2 3 4 4 5
6 1 4 2 4 4 3 2 4 2
7 1 1 3 4 3 3 4 3 3 3
1 8 1 2 4 2 3 1 4 1 4
9 1 3 4 2 2 2 2 1
The figures 011 th( left are multiplied 1 tho
a* 3 th toi rh 3 figure in the !3 ouare denotes
i the frequency •
8.1 (Df the multiplicatioi1 fact!3 are used • The
multiiDlicatio]1 fact Eir<3 well sam-Dled in 1ooth
forms.
i-4-
ir
Si.
i
1 L
c
T—
—
i
4 Z '
Table VII
Cleveland
Short ]
Snrvev j
Division f
A.rithmetic
nets and
tests, J
their
[i'orm 1
freq-uency
•
•
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 3 4 5 6 7 $ 9
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 39 1 1
1 2 • 50 2
2 1 52 1 1
3 1 53 1
4 1 1 54 1 1 1
5 1 1 56 1 1
6 1 1 1 58 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 59 1
8 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 il 1
9 2 2 i12 1 2
LO 1 1 ii3 1
12 1 48 1
14 1 t9 1
15 1 1 150 1
16 1 2 1 51 1 1
17 1 54 1 1
18 2 1 1 1 56 1
20 1 63 2 2
21 1 1 64 1
22 1
,
—
1
1—
1
1
—
65 1
23
—
ir
-
'' 1
1 72 1 1
24 1 2 1 1 '8 1
27 1 Jl 1
28 1 1 J6 1
The TlfnxreiS a1:. 1ih€} 1 ireJ 1:-heJ dLivisors. 1ihose it
the left. 8ire5 1;h€3 CLividends
.
91
. C>f the si--ort divisiorI i'acts ireJ I.IS€jd ir 'orT: 1.
-
1
C1
1
!
TaMe VIII Short Division facts and. their
frequency
.
Clevelancl nilrv e^' AT-ithnetic Tests,
Form 2 •
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 \ 3 4 G 7 R 9
0 1 1 1 <28 1 1
1 1 39 1 1
2 1 1 150 1 2
3 1 1 1 1 154 1
4 1 1 1 1 155 1
5 2 1 1 156 1 1
6 2 1 1 2 57 1
7 1 1 1 to 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 t2 1 1 1
J 9 1 /-1:3 1
]LO 1 1 45 1 1
]L2 1 2 1 47 1
13 1 48 1
14 1 49 1 2 1
]L5 1 1 1 54 1
_l ]L6 2 1 1 56 1 2
]L8 1 1 1 53 1
].9 1 64 1
r <10 1 1 69 1
>1 1 1 72 o
J3 1 76 1
24 1 '8 1
25 1 1 £J5 1
26 1 1 88 1
27 1
V-
The figures ati 1 J 1'01) c>f the table are t2-
divj '
»
thos;e a1:. 1 ; ].eft are the dividends. le
fj irI 1:lie sauaresI clenote the fi•equency
.
J , dLi\vision facts ai•e useeL j.n Fom1 2.
L
u
•
1—
1
1
i
L
Table IX Nmber of digits in dividen'In cind
the divisors. Cleveland Siirvey Aritlimetic Tests,
Form 1.
3 4
21 id
22 2
23 1
31 3
32 1
35
38 1
41 1
42 1
48 1
51 I
52 ?,
55 I
3 4 5
59 1
61 1
62 1
67 1
69
71 1
72 1
75 1
78 1
81 1
82 1
8 a 1
97 1
The figures at the left of the table are the
divisors, those across the top denote the number o
digits in the dividends. The fi.ejure in the square
denotes the frequency, for example 41 is used as
a divisor three times, twice witli a dividend of
three digits, and once with a dividend of four
digits.
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Table X limber of digits in dividencLs, divisors,
and their frequency, Cleveland survey Arithnetic
Tests, Form 2.
3 4 5 T• ' 4 c
21 2 59 I
22 2 61 1
23 1 62 1
31 2 1 67 1
32 1 69 1
33 1 71 1
38 1 72 1
41 2 1 73 I
42 1 78 1
48 1 81 I
51 1 82 X
52 2 88 1
53 1 97 1
The figures across the top of the table
denote the number of digits in the dividends,
those at the left are the divisors. The fi.gure
in the square denotes the number of times each
divisor is used with a 3, 4, or 5 digit dividend.

Table XI Denoralnators used in addition of
fractions. Cleveland survey Aritlinetic Testa, Form 1.
Vt'ns 8ths 9ths Igth? 1 r-> th s 1 8 th 3
4ths I
6ths
7ths
8ths 2 1
9ths 5
The fractions at the left are added to those
across the top of the table. Denominators only
indicated. The figures in the square denote the
frequency, for exainple, sevenths are added to
sevenths, three times.
Table XII Denominators used in addition of
fractions. Clevelojid Survey Arithmetic Tests, Form 2.
4ths 5ths 6ths 7ths Sths Oths.
5ths 1
7ths
8ths
9ths
lOths 1
14ths 1
2lsts- 1
The fractions on the left are added to those
across the top of the table. The denominators
only are indicated. The figures in the squares
denote the frequency.
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Table XIII Denominators used in subtraction of
fractions. Cleveland Survey Arlthraetic Tests,
Form 1.
5tiis 7ths Sths 9t:lS lOths I4t:is
4ths 1
5ths 1
Vths
8ths P 1 1
9ths 6
lOths 1
The fractions at the left are subtracted
froiTi those across the top of the table. Denominator-,
only, are indicated.
Table XIV Den_aminators used in subtraction of
fractions. Clevelojid survey Arithmetic Tests,
Form 2.
5ths Vths aths 9ths lathr^
4ths
5ths 1
6ths I
7ths 3
aths p
9ths 6
12ths 1
The fractions at the left are subtracted from
those across the top. Denominators only indicated.

Table XV Praotlons used in multiplication
Denoriino.tors only are indicated. Cleveland
survey Arithraetic Teste, Forms 1 and 2.
Foni 1 Form 2
Sths lOths 20t:as Sths 12ths .^Ir^t^
F)ths 1 6ths 1
Gths 1 1 Sths 1
15ths 1
The fractions on the left are multiplied by
those across the top of the table.
Table XVI Fractions used in division.
Cleveland Survey Arithraetic Tests, Forms 1 and 2.
Denoiiiinators only are indicated.
Form 1 Form 2
Sths 12ths 21sts Sths lOths
6ths 1 iiLha
Sths 1 fithR 1
ISths 1 20ths 1
The fractions on the left are divided Mr thos
across the top of the table.
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Table XVII NiBmber of facts used in the
Cleveland survey Arithmetic Test.
100 300 80 100 100
Primary Upper Higher Primary Short
Forms Addition Decade Decade subtraction Multiplication Division
Facts Facts Facts Facts Facts Facts
to
.•^9+9
1 90 143 59 79 85 91
2 89 162 49 70 31
The following appear to the author as
pertinent criticisms.
some of the examples go beyond social U3a,^e.l
1. Addition of whole numbers
One place columns v/ith thirteen addends.
2. Fractions
Addition of sixths and fifteenths; of fourths
and eighteenths.
1. V^ilson, G.H., vniat AritlLT.etic Shall 7^e
Teach ? Houghton Mifflin company, Boston,
Massachusetts, 192B, Chapter XIV, page 122
1. Department of superintenaence. Fourth
Yearbook, 1926, chapter Vii
,
pages 173 - 220
(
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subtraction of sixths from twenty-firsts.
Division of sixths and fifteenths; sixths and
twent^z-firsts . Division of fractions is seldom
if ever usecl in business or social usage.
The fore.r^oing tables show that the Cleveland
Survey Tests cover the facts in the f\indamental
processes fairly well, and give sone analysis of
pupil difficulties. Cy omitting Set J, which contains
thirteen addends, and Set 0 v/hich contains fractions,
the tests can be made to conform to the newer
requirements in arithmetic based on social usage.
These tests originated in the survey of the Cleveland
Public Schools and the material vras based on the
Cleveland course of study. The survey was made
"before the new course of study went into operation;
therefore some of the examples go beyond social
usage. 2 If Set J and Set 0 are omitted the Cleveland
survey Tests may be profitably used for a general
survey or for pupil classification.
1. Wilson, G.M., Y/hat Aritl-anetic shall Ve
Teach Y Hougnton Mifflin Company, Boston,
Massachusetts, 1926, page 12??
2. See Measuring the work of the Public
schools, Cleveland Education Survey, The Survey
Coiomittee of the Cleveland Foundation, Cleveland,
Ohio , 1916
Boston University
School of Education
Library

Id, "The Compass Survey Teste in Arithmetic-'- are
designed to cover an adequate sampling of the
arithmetic skills coranonly taU;;ht in grades 2 to
o
8 Of the elementary school."^ The examinations
are prepared in two forms, A and B« The ElementarL"
Examination prepared for Grades 2, 3, and 4
consists of tests in addition, subtraction, multiplication,
and division of whole numbers. The Advanced Examination
designed for Grades 4 to 8 consists of exam-ples in
whole numbers, fractions, decSinials, denominate numbers,
percentage, and general problsms.
1. Compass Survey Tests in Arithmetic
,
Greene,
Knight, Ruch, Studebaker, ScoTT, Foresmai^. and
Company, New York, 1927
2. Greene, K.A., Knight, F.B., Knch, G.M.,
S tudeb aker , J . V'
.
, Manual of Directions for Compas s
survey Tests in Arithmetic
,
Scott, Forosman and
company, Chicago, Illinois, 1927, page 1
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The folloi7lng Process gtepg are used In the
compass survey Tests, Forms A and B:
Process steps used In addition
1. Primary combinations.
2. Decade ccmhinations
.
3. Short columns carr:,^ing sums to 30.
4. columns, carrying, gaps, zeros.
Process steps used in subtraction
1. Primary combinations.
2. Siriiple subtraction without borrowing with
zero in answer.
3. One step borrowing.
4. Double borrowing.
5. Borrowing, vanishing lefts.
6. Quadruple borrowing with nines in
subtrahend.
Process steps used in multiplication
1. Primary facts.
2» Zero primary facts.
3. One place multiplier, no carrying^ zero
in multiplicand.
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4« One place multiplier, zero in
multiplicand,
5. Two place multipliers » carrying.
6. Three place multiplier, zero in
multiplicand.
7. Single zero in multiplying.
8. Four place multiplier, carrying, zero,
and four place multiplicand.
Process steps used In division
1. Two place divisor, no carrying in
multiplication
•
2. Two place divisor, six place dividend,
borrowing in subtraction, remainder.
3. Two place divisor, five place dividend,
borrowing, cariying, no remainder.
4. Three place divisor, four plaxse dividend,
borrowing in subtraction, carrying in
multiplication, no remainders.
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The Advanced Examination, Grades 4-8,
Form A and B of the Compass Survey Tests in
Arithmetic consist of examples in addition,
subtractioij, multiplication, and division of
whole numbers, decimals, fractions, and denominate
numbers; work in percentage and general problem
solving.
{
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Table ''ITI Table XIX iAddition
Addltior1 iract£3 i.mc1 facte and their freoue " cy
.
their i"requenc3T , compass corcpa!s<s surve:r i^rithmetic
Survey iIri thine tic T<5sts
.
Tests. I]leraentary Examination
.
Elomer iry Examination
Porra A Porr 3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
]LO 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
]LI 1 1
12 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1 1 1
14 1 1 1 1
15 1 1 1
16 1 1
17 1 1 1 1
18 1 1
19 1 1 1 1
20 1
21 1
22 1
25 1
27 1
29 1
38 1 1
i5 1
54 1
56 1
64 1 1
r72 1 1
The niimhers on th( left are added t< those3 across the
top of the •babl(
5J3 (Df the primary add-Itior facts. 2(D <:f the upper
decade facts. and 4 of 'the higher decade ifacts are
use(i in Form A. 50 of the primary jaddition facts
,
2 5 <Df the upper dec ad 9 jfacts
,
ana 3 of the higher
decade JPacts, are use(1 :Ln Form B.
-1
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Tabl
Oomp
e
as
XX
s
subtraction facts and
survey Arithi/ietic Teste.
thel
Ei
r fr
.emen
equency
.
Examination.
Pomn A
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
;
LOU 1213 141516!L7 18
0 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1
The nmb ers on the 1eft are subtracted. from those
across the top Of the table.
In Form A, 54 subtraction facts are used •
Table XXI sub traction fac ts and their fre auen^v
Cornp as Survey Arithraeti c Tests
.
El er.ien tar\' Examination.
?orm B
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 14 23
0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 2 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1
9 i
^
1 I I 1 1 1
The numb ers on the 1eft are subtracted from across
the top of the table •
In Form B, 54 subtrac ticn fact s are used *
1^ -
J J
L
1 1 1 1 1
"
—
1
—
t
•
! '
1
r
Table XXI][ Multiplicatior1 i'acts Imd 1then? frequency.
Corapasf3 iTvey Arithmetic T( Elementary Examination.
^orm A
0 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1_ 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1: 2' 2 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
Table XXIII Multiplication facts and their
frequency • Compass surve?r Jft.ritliinetic T ts •
Elementary Examlnatioi1 .
1''orm B
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 2
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1
The nmbers 011 th<5 left are the multipliers •
All the multi-plication iE'act 3 are used i: forms A
and B •
t-
-
1
1
59 .
T able XXIV Shor t divi sion Table XXV hort division
facts and their frequency » facts and their frequency
compass 7 Arithmetic C ompass Survey Arithmetic
Teg ts • T ests •
Form A Forni B
1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1
2 1 1 o 1
5 1 4 1 1
4 1 1 5 1
5 1 6 1
6 1 1 1 7 1
7 1 1 8 1
8 1 9 1 1
LI 1 10 1
L2 1 15 1 1
14 1 1 15 1
15 1 16 1 1
16 1 1 18 1 1
18 1 20 1
19 1 22 1 1 1
21 1 24 1
24 2 25 1
27 1 27 1 1
32 1 29 1
54 1 1 50 1
55 1 55 1
57 1 55 1
40 1 56 1
42 1 57 1
44 1 42 1
u 45 1 46 1
54 1 55 1
]55 1 54 1 1
1
(50 1 56 1
65 1 63 1
75 1 67 1
84 1 68 1
76
.
1
The figures
divided intc
a1
) 1
b 1
t.he
bh(
5 i
3 top £
figures
facts
ITi
; I
3 1
it
ihe c
the
livisors <
left.
» They are
42 sshorit division are useeL in Form A. 46 in
Fom1 B.
-•
i
1 H-
1
66
Table XXVI Addition i'acts Table XXY]:i Addition
and their frequency.* facts and their frequency.
Comx)ass SurveA) arithmetic CoiTipasJS Survey Arithmetic
T6g1is
,
Advanced iination Tests
.
.Advanced Examination.
Form A Fom1 I>
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 r.
0 1 0
1 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
2 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 1
4 1 1 1 4 1
5 1 2 1 5 1 2 1 2 1 1
6 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 2 7 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 8 1 1 1
9 I 1 1 9 T 2 1 1 1
10 1 2 ]LO 1
11 1 1 1 1.1 1 1 1 1
12 2 1.2 1 1 1
13 1 1 3.3 1 1
14 1 14 1 1 1
15 1 2 2 1 16 1
16 2 1 1 17 1
17 1 18 1 1 1
20 1 19 1 1 1
21 1 20 1 1
22 1 21 1
24 1 22 1 1
25 1 1 1 23 1 1
2!6 1 26 1
37 1 27 1
38 39 1
Numt ers orL t.he1 1.eft are added tc) theise' cicros s the
top of' t,he1 t.able) .
4C» ctf th e priiTiaT addl.tl orI 38 of tnle ririnar^.'- addition
fact'S, indL 28 Of• t-lie upp eT facts. 0ind V 1 of the upper
decade facts are ised inI decade fac ts are used in
FC>rrrI A> • Form E
is
1
—
i1—
1
1
J—
—
\ hr
\
—
1
1—
1
1 \
i—
vr f r
i
—
1.
1
1
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Table XXVIII subtraction facts and t]- .r frequency.
Oomp as s survey' Arithmetic Tests, Advanced Examination.
'orm A
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 12 141 51G 17
0
1 1 1
2 1 1
3 1 1 1
4 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1
7 1 1
8 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1
26> Ejub tract! on i'acts are ised irI 1ihe IAdvanced
•xamination, Porni A.>
Table XXIX subtraction facts and their freouency
.
Comp ass survey;' /.ritlimetic Tests, Advanced Examination.
P'orm B
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 101112131415 161718
0
1 1
2 1 1 1
3 1 1 2
4 1 1 1 1
5 1 1
6 1 1 1
7 1 1 1
8 1 1
9 1 1 1
24• Sub tractl on f'acts are used in the Adv an ced
Exaniii ation, 1 orm B.
Tt
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T able XXX 1vlultiplication Table XXXI t'Jultiplication
facts and the ir frequency • facts and their freauer.c^/.
Compass s-U.T'v-e-7 A.rithmetic Compas SUJ7V ey
ce
Aritlir.ietic
Tes ts <ld7anced Examination • Tests
.
Advan d Examination.
FonTl .k Form E
1 3 3 4 Q 7 8 9) n -J. p, -8-
0 1 1 1 1 1 0 2 2 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1
2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 -1X
2 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
4 1 1 4 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 5 2 1 1 1 1 1 2
6 5 1 1 2 1 2 6 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 7
8 8 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 9 1 1
37 multiDlication facts are used in Form A.
42 multi-Dlicati on facts are used in Form B.
T able XXXII Fractions used Table XXXI II Fractio r.s used
in addition • compass in addition
.
ComDass
Surve-y Arithmetic Tes ts • Surv ey Arithmetic Tests
.
Advanced. :Exarainatio Advanced Examination
Form A Fonm. B
2
T)
2
T
1 ±
TTiTT
1 2 1 5
JT
3
TD
2 /3 1 1 I2 1
2/z 1 1 1/2 1 1
7/9 1 1/5 1U 1 4/9 1
Fractions at left are added t 0 thos e across the top
of th e tabl 9 .
»i
u' '1
1
1
-
1
i
I
ft 9: ,
Table XXXIV Short Division facts and thei r
frequency * compass Survey Aritlu.it; tic Tes tB •
Advanced
.
Examination.
Form A
5 4 7
3 1
8 1
10 1
20 1
24 1
30 1
45 1
Table XXXV Short division facts and their
fre quency • comnass SUT"vev Arithmetic Tes ts •
Adv anced examination.
Form B
5 4 6 8
4 1
6 1
9 1
10 1
21 1
24 1
25 1
26 1
28 1
50 1
The figures a t the top are the divisors • s^.ort
division fact s are used in Form A and 10 in Form B,
in the Advanced Examination •
I'
1
L
1
1
1
u
1
1
!
1
1
1 1
n
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Table XXXVI Fractions used In subtraction,
compass survey Tests. Advanced Examination.
Form A.
1/6
7/12
1 1/4 /8 4/9
The fractions on the left are subtracted from those
across the top.
Table XXXVII Fractions used in subtraction. Conpa'-s
Survey Tests. Advanced Examination, Form B.
,
1 1/5 5/6 7/8
The fractions on the left are subtracted from those
across the top.
Table XXXVIII Fractions used in multiplication
and their frequency. Compass Survey Tests.
Advanced Examination. Form A and B.
1/3
2/3
1/4
3/4
2/5
3/5
5/6
3/8
7/8
7/13
7/15
1_
_2
1_
_2
p.
T
_2_
_2
_2_
A.
1_
2
Table XXXVIII is read as follous: 1/3 is used once
2/3 twice and so on.
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Table XXXIX Decimals used in Compass Survey
Advanced Examination. Forms A and B.
1
Hundi'edths + hundredths
Hundredths hundredths
Thousandths + thoiisaPxdths
Tenths X tenths
Hundredths X whole numbers
Hundredths tenths
Hundredths whole numbers
Million ths vrhcle numbers
Whole numbers -r hundredths
The sane combinations of decimals are used in
both forms.
Table XL Divisors and number of digits in dividends,
compass Survey Advanced Examination.
Form A Form B
4
21 1 22 1
1 1
65 1 56 1
The figures at the top of the table denote the
number of digits in the dividends. The figures at
the left are the divisors.
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Table XLi TiTies of examples in percentage,
compass survey Tests. Advanced Examination.
Type of Example Frequency
Forms
A B
cnangmg iracuions to percenus 2 2
cnanging ciecimaxs uo percenLs
cnan.^mg percents uo iraciiions
ChanprincT Dercents to decimals 2 2
Finding a certain percent of a
number 3 3
Finding a number when a certain
percent of it is given 2 2
Finding what percent one number is of
another 2 2
Problem: Given the selling price in
money and percent in relation to
cost. Find the cost. 1 1
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Table XLii Situations involved and processes used
in general problems, Compass Survey Advanced
Examination. Forms A and B«
Situation involved Processes Used
cost of candy bars Multiplication
Making change Multiplication and
subtraction
Finding average of Addition and division
numbers
Finding area of Multiplication
rectangle
Finding interest Multiplication
Finding commission Addition and
Multiplication
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Table XLiii Nmber of Facts Used in the
Elerfientaiy Examination of the Conrpass survey
Tests in Aritlirnetic
100
Primary
Addition
Facts
300
Upper
Decade
Facts
80
Higher
Decade
Facts
100
Primary
Subtraction
Facts
100
Multiplication
Facts
Short
Division
Facts
FO'iin Form Form Form Form FO]
A B A B A B A B A B A B
58 50 20 26 4 3 54 54 100 100 42 46
The following appear to the author as pertinent
criticisms.
The compass Survey Tests in Arithmetic are
designed to test material in grades 2, 3, 4 that
the newer curriculum in arithmetic recommends for
higher grades.^ The following unreasonable grade
requirements in grades 2 aiid 3 were noted:
1. Consult Fourth Yearbook, Department of
superintendence. National Education Association,
1926, Chapter on Arithmetic, page 177
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Formal drill in grade two.
Addition of three place figures with four
addends
.
Addition of five addends, 3 and 4 place
figures, gaps, zeros.
All the facts in multiplication.
Three and four place figures in the
multiplicand, three and four fi.gures in the
multiplier, zero difficulties.
Five place figiires in the subtrahend and four
figures in the minuend in subtraction.
Examcples in short and long division.
The elementary examinations of the Compass
Survey Tests in Arithmetic do not confonn to the
recommendations of the forvmrd looking educators
of the day and are therefore not to be recommended
for use in grades 2, 3, and 4f They do not
adequately test the facts in the fundamental
processes and are therefore of less value in the
upper grades than other survey tests in the
same field.
)
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Table XLIV Stmimary of Facts Used in the Advanced
Examination of the Compass Survey Tests in
Arithmetic
.
IOC
Primary
Pacts
300
Upper
Ifecade
80
Higher
Decade
100
Prim.ary
subtraction
100
Mul tip 11catl on
Facts
Shcrt
Division
Pacts
Form Form Forra Form Form Form
A B A B A B A B A B A B
40 38 28 31 0 0 2Q 24 37 42 rr 1
C
From the foregoing tables it may be observed
that the Advanced Compass Survey Tests in Aritiimetic
do not give an adequate sampling of the facts in
the fundamental processes.
The following violations of the recommendations
of the Committee on Arithmetic, Fourth vearbook,
Department of Superintendence, Xaticnal Fdu^ation
Association were noted:
1. Unreasonable grade expectations,
percentage interest and cora-.ission in grades four
and five.
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2, The examples in fractions go beyond
social usage:
Addition of ninths and fifths, fourteenths
and sevenths.
subtraction of fifteenths and eighths,
ninths and thirds
.
Division of fractions.
The examples in percentage involve meaningless
practice in work of doubtful value according to
recent studies."''
The compass Survey Tests in Arithmetic have
little to recommend them. They are not in harmony
with nor do they reinforce the right curricvlar
principles; the^'" do not test adequately the facts in
the fundamental processes.
1. Wilson, G.M., A survey of the Social and
Business Usage of Aritlimetic , contributicn tc
Education No. 100, Teachers' College, Columbia University
Wise , C . T
.
, ArithTxietic Problems Arir;irg in
Various Occupations
,
Elementary School Journal,
October, 1919, page 118
TJoody, c
. ,
Types of Arithmetic Needs in
Certain Types of Salesmanship
,
Elementary'- school
Journal, Volume ?2, page 505 - 520, March 1922
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c. The Compass Diagnostic Tests-^ In Arithnetic
do not meet the standards of inventory tests and
therefore do not coip.e imder that classification.
The compass Diagnostic Tests consist of trenty
different tests each dealing v:ith some one of the
processes or with problem solving. The method of
diagnosis is to give a test in a single process to
determine the level at which the skill of a pupil
in an element of the process breaXs down, and thus
to make it possible for the teacher to locate cause
of weakness in the process.
The follOY/ing process steps are used in the
compass Diagnostic Tests.
Addition
1. Primary facts.
2. Decade drill.
3. Single column addition, carrying.
4. Single column addition, carrying, zeros.
5. Two or three place firures, carr^ring, no zeros.
1 • compass Diagnostic Tests in Aritlimetic
,
Scott, Foresman and company, Chicago Illinois, 1925
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6, Tv/0 or three place figures, carrying, with zeros.
7. columns, gaps, zeros.
subtraction
1. Primary facts.
2. Simple subtraction v/ithout borrowing.
5. Simple subtraction \7ithout borrowing with zero
in the answer.
4. One step borrowing.
5. Double or triple borrowing.
Multix>lication
r
1. Primary facts.
2» One place multiplier, no carri'-ing.
3. One place multiplier, carr^/ing.
4. One place multiplier, zero in multiplicand.
5. Two, three, and four place figures in multiplicand
and multiplier.
Short Division
1. Primar^'• facts.
2. Three or m.ore digits in quotient, no carrying,
no remainder.
2. Two or more digits in quotient, carrying,
remainders
.
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4. Zero in quotient.
Long Division
1. Involving chiefly the form of operation in Ion,"
division; divisor of tv;o places and its right hand
figiire very small, no carrying in multiplication;
no borrov;ing in subtraction.
5. Two place divisor, four place dividend, carrying,
borrowing, remainder, but no quotient difficulty.
3. Quotient difficulty, trial divisor is not the
correct quotient.
4. Quotient difficulty even though the increase by
one rule is used.-^
1. There are two rules for estimating the
quotient in long division. J'irst, by using the first
digit of the divisor as it stands for trial divisor,
second, for examples in v/hich the second digit is
large, the first digit of the divisor increased by
one is the trial divisor.
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Table XLV Addition Tacts and their frequency,
compass Diagnostic Tents in Arithmetic. Fom A
0125456789
0 1 2 2 3 1 1 90
1 111 2 2 4 4 5 2 91 A.
o
<> b5o 63332 10 99 O X O X
3 422342 3 2 23 2 4
4 o <d o ± 2 -L J. 24 3 2 7 1
o 3 5 2 o 1 3 9^ 4. 7
6 4 3 1 2 5 5 5 OP. ^ ± O ^
7 5316422417 <i / 'Jo
8 5 4 1 1 2 5 OP
9 2812451 5 OQ 2
10 3 5255 111 oU X
11 12 15 6 3 5
12 5 2 5 6 5 32 1 2
13 4 2 5 33 1 2
14 5 3 5 36 2
15 117 38 2
16 12 8 14 40 S 1
18 2 4 114 4 42 O<.L— 1
19' 9. \ 9. 9. 9
The figures on the left are added to those across the
top of the table.
75 primary addition facts, 81 upper decade facts and
2 higher decade facts are used.
Table XLVi subtraction facts and their frequency,
compass Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic. Form A.
0 1 5 4 5 7 a 9 ID 211^J5J4 T. 1617
5 2 2 4 2 4 2
16 2 3
8 2 5 5 2 2
4 2 5 2 3
5 2 1 3 3 5 5 2 2
4 4 2 2
4 3 4 4 5 2 2
o 3 4 2 2
4 4 2 2 2
4 1 r: 3 3
The figures at the left are subtracted fror'. those
across the top. 58 subtraction facts are used.
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Table XLVII Multiplication facts and their frequency,
compass Diagnostic Tests. Form A.
0 1 ?, 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 9 3 8 5 4 4 2 r, A
1 4 6 4 2 G 2 Q%j
2 7 1 4 1^5 2 2 2 3 zO
4 2 3 3 5 2 2 2 3 zo
4 2 4 1 3 1 7
5 5 3 1 4 2 3 4
6 6 4 5 2 3 4 4
7 6 1 6 6 3 6 3
8 3 1 4 1 4 1
9 1 3 1 2 7 3
The figures at the left are the multipliers.
77 facts in multiplication are used.
Table XLVII I Short Division facts and their frequency,
compass Diagnostic Tests, Fom A.
0123456789 0123456789
0 1 32 1
2 1 35 1
3 1 1 36 3 2
4 3 1 41 1
5 5 42 1
6 1 2 44 111
7
8
1
1 5 1
45
48
1
1
9 2 1 49
10 1 1 52 1
14 1 54 1
16
18
1
1
56
62
1
1
22 1 63 2 1
27 11 1 65 1
28 2 11 72 1 1
29 3 81 8
The figures at the top are the divisors. 49 short
division facts are vised.

Table XLix Divisors and number of digits in
dividends. Form A.
40 48 63 64 74 78 84 206 266 296 406 408 560 627 890
4
5
6
7
The figures across the top are the divisors,
those at the left are the number of digits in the
dividends
.
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Table L Fractions to be changed to equivalent
Poiras. compass Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic, Form A.
p./lO - /4 3/4 - /44 1 /q — 1 0 A
If
~
If J
= /35 5/8 = /4O
= /4O 4/9 = /I8
5/^5 = /20 4/9 = /36
4/5 = /15 1/10 = /20
1/2 = /20 4/5 = /30 3/10 = /30
9/10 = /50
1/6 - /I8 l/jll - /j""
1/6 = /30 6/11 = /44
5 6 - 18 1/12 = /36
= /6 5/6 = /24 5/12 = /24
2/3 /24 1/7 = ,77 1/15 = /30
^/-^ - /16 - /14 2/15 = /60
6/7 = /35 S/20 = /60
3/4 = /12 1/8 /16 16/25 = /50
Each fraction is to be changed to Its equivalent
form using the given denominator.
Table LI Fractions to be changed to lovrest terms,
compass Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic. Form A.
i^is 10/18 20/20 ',1U0
12 /la 23/18 28/20 51^-^ _57/44..
8/8 13/12 25/15 19/19 14/21 47/55 80/50
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Table Lii Groupings of fractions for which coirnr.on
denominators are to be found, compass Diagnostic
Tests in Arithmetic. Form A.
1^ ^ 1, 1/7 + 1/2 + 1/14
^ 1/5 1/8 1/^
1/2 + 1/4 -h 1/5 1/10 -H 1/2
1/5 +
^
1/12 4. 1/ 9
1/3 + 1/8 -V 1/12 1/12 1/12
l/o + 1/5 + 1/15 1/15 + 1/10
1/3 + 1/4 -f 1/6 1/15 + 1/20
1/^ ^ 1/S 1/I6 1/4 1/8
1/4 + 1/11 1/17 4- 1/17 -r l/l7
1/4 ^ 1/10 1/19 1/19 ^1/6 + 1/18 1 1 •?! J- l/PJ 'r l/'^l
1/6 + 1/5 + 1/??. 1/35 + 1/7 4-- 1/5
1/7 + 1/11 1/50 ^ 1/25 + 1/10
In Test VI subtraction of Fractions and Mixed
Numbers the following skills are tested;
1. Changing fractions to equivalent forms
2. Finding common denominators
3. Expressing mixed numbers as improper fractions
4. Reducing ansv.'ers to lowest terms and finding
errors
The fractions are those used in subtraction of
fractions
.
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Table Liii Fractions and mixed numbers used in
subtraction, compass Diagnostic Tests in Aritlmetic,
Form A.
^/g - 1/5 9 1/6 - 4 5/9 11/12 - 5/8
^ 1/2 - 5 1/2 10 5/6 - 1/5 7/12 - 1/3
^1/2 - 7 5/5 4/7 - 3/7 7/12 - 1/4
6 1/2 - 1 9/14 5 2/7 - 4/7 3 1/14 - 2 3/7
6 1/3 - ?. 5/4 8 ^'b - 1/2 9/I6 - 5/16
7 1/3-5 2/3 ^ 3/8 - 5/6 8 11/30 - 11/30
7 1/3 - 6 8/15 16 1/9 - 7 4-5 3/4
2 1/4 - 3/8 6 2/9 - 4 7/12 10 - 8/9
6 3/4 - 5 1/6 8 4/9 - 1/3 6-4 7/12
4 5/6 - 1/2 1 10/11 - 7/11 9-8 13/20
In multiplication of fractions and nixed
numbers the following skills are tested:
1. Changing mixed numbers to improper fractions.
2. Cancellation in multiplication of fractions.
3. Reducing ans^^ers to best form.
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Table LIV Fractions and mixed nmbers used in
multiplication, compass Diagnostic Tests in
Arithmetic, Form A»
3 1/2x1 1/2 2 4/5 X 1/2 X 5/6 5/9 X 3/10
1 1/2 X 2 X 1/3 1/6 of 2 9/11 of ,'^/3 of 7
1/2 Of 1 1/8 X 1/2 2 1/6x1 1/2 1/14 Of 3
1 1/2 X 1/8 X 2 1/2 1/6 X 9/11 1/16 X 3/25
2 1/2x0 5 5/6 X 3 2 2/21 X 9/ 22
1/3 X 1/9 X 1/3 1 1/7 X 5 1/4 1 1/24 X 1 4/5
1 2/3 X 2/3 X 1 4/5 3/7 X 4/5 1 1/27 X 1 2/7 Xll
3/4 X 3 X 1/2 7/8 X 3 2 X 1/3
43/4 X 15 3/8 X U 10 X 1/3 X 1/4
2/5 X 1/6 4/9 X 1/U X 4/9 4 X 5/6
The following skills are tested in Test viii:
Division of fractions and Mixed Numbers Form A.
1. Changing mixed numbers to improper fractions.
2. Cancellation in division of fractions.
3. Reducing ansv;ers to best form.
4. Changing from multiplication to division form
The same fractions are used in the preliminary
examples testing the above skills as are used in tlie
division examples.
c(
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Table LV Fractions and mixed numbers used in
division, compass Diagnostic Tests in Aritlirietic,
Form A.
1/2 4 2/3 g 1/5 ^ 1 2 1/12 4 12/25
10 1/2 4 1 1/6 4 1/6 4 71/2 3/I6 4 9/40
1 1/2 4 15 1 1/6 4 3/5 7/I6 4 3/8
3 1/2 4 2 1/10
'^IP - ^
,
1/18 4 7/9
2 1/3 4 2 1/2 3 3/7 4 2 1/2 ^/sQ 3/8
11/3 4 1 1/15 4^ - ^1,^ 19/24 4 3 '^3
1 1/3 4 1/2
- -/^ 4 4 1/2
^L- - ^lp-'~ 6/7 4 3/4 15 4 11/2
5/4 4 9/13 3/8 4 9 10 4 1/3
1/5 4 1/2 3/8 4 2 1/4 9 4 5 1/4
cc
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Table LVI Measures tested. Compass Diagnostic
Tests ill Arithnetic, Fom A.
inch ounce feck pint second
feet pound bushel quart minute
yard ton gallon day
rod hour
mile year
Table LVii Types of reduction. Compass Dia,^ostic
Tests in Arithmetic, Ponn A.
3 feet ^ inches = feet
27 inches = yard
7 2/3 yard = 7 yard feet
1/4 peclc = quart
3 feet 15 inches =
6 hours 128 minutes 156 seconds =
8 Ton 1025 pounds = 7 Ton ncund*^
3 feet 2 inches is to be \7ritten as 3 feet and
what fraction of foot; 27 inches is v/hat fractional
part of a yard, and so on.
The examples in addition of denominate numbers
range from tuo to five addends r:±V\ P::o or three
:olace figures
.
r
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The following are typical examples:
Add:
6 yard 1 foot 11 inches
7 yard 0 feet ?, inches
6 yard 2 feet 1 inch
7 yard 1 foot C inches
•8 yard 1 foot lOinches
bushel
bushel
bushel
bushel
bushel
peck
peck
peck
peck
"oscl:
Leave each answer in reduced forrn. In
subtraction; the exanples range from one to three
place figures in the minuend, and one to three in
the subtrahend.
The following are typical examples:
9 gallon 2 quart 4 bushel 1 peck 3 quart
- 3 quart - 2 bv.?hel 3 peck 7 quart
In Tests XII which involves multiplication and
division of denoranate numbers, the work in
reduction ascending and descending is carried still
further.
The following arc t^rpical examples:
6 quarts 1 pint 4 pounds 11 ounces
X 8 X 9
answer in quarts and pints, reduce answer.
c
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9 )10 Ton 2500 poiv-^ds 10 ) b yefjJrr- '6 months
in Test XIII, Part 1, the vocabulary of
mensuration is tested by means of recognition of
figures and their various parts
•
Example:
Figure 5 Figure 6
Figure 5 is a —
.
In figure 5, the line AC is called the .
In figure 6, the line x is an and the line
AC is a .
In Part 2, the ability to find areas of squar?s,
rectonfles, parallelograms, and trapezoids is
tested.
in Fart 3, tests the ability to find volumes of
rectanpiular solids, and prisms; Part 4, areas and
volumes of circles, cylinders, and cones. In Part 5
1. Sala, v., Denominate Mm-ribors Used in the
Factories of Mew Britain , Coniiectlcut , Boston
University, School of Education, Unpublished Thesis,
1951
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fomflilas for the follovring were required:
Area of a rectangle
Area of a riglit trian,-'?:le
Circmference of a circle
Area of a trapezoid
Piypotenuse of a right triangle
volme of a cylinder
VoliBie of a pyramid
Area of the convex siirface
of a cylinder
Area of a paralsllcjrai.:
Area of a circle
Area of ahy triangle
Volu^:e of a cube
Volume of an oblique prism
VoliJme of a cone
Hector
Area of the convex
surface of a cone
Test XIV stresses the facts of percentage.
Table IjVIII Equivalent Fraction; DeciiP.al and percent.
Relations, Compass Dia.'piostic Tests in Arithmetic,
form A.
Chaiige
Fractions
to
P u'conts
9/100
17/100
A'3/10
2/5
4/5
5/3
7/8
9/9
1 3/4
Ohenge
Percents
to
Fracti
Change
Percentc
to
o-^cinals
6yV
11';^,
16 2/3 ;y
20)^
37 1/2^.
62 1/20
66
7 ofJ
75^^J
SO'"':
100'^'';
150^'^.!
4^J
12.1/2-.-
55 l/^'iJ
75';>
80^'
83 1/3^'-'
106^^.
135^.
150'
:
Ch^-nr/e
Decimals
to
Percents
.01
.0325
.0475
.06
.065
.24
.4
.55
.7
1.00
1.13
1 .63
The three cases in percentage are tested. Five
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solutions are r.±veT\ for each of twenty - five
examples. The pupil is to choose the correct
solution. TV/enty eight other examples are .^iven
for the pupil to solve. The follov^ing illustrate
the types of examples given.
:X. Find 4 l/sfo of 058'.
2. Find 118^i> of 465.
3. 7905 is what percent of 6375?
4. If 150.04 is S8^) of N, vihat is lOO'^o?
5. If 6 i/s,- Of w equals 70, what is ioofj?
(Carry answer to tv/o decimal places.)
The vocabulorr of interest and "business forms
are tested in Part I, Test XV. it is a multiple
choice test.
Example:
Underline the best answer.
Ill order to cash a check it must be
discounted; endorsed; receipted; balanced; sold.
Part II consists of filling in checks, stubs of
checks, and itemized accounts. Parte III and IV
contain examples and problems in finding interest
by formula, and by means of interest tables.
The tests in problem 0Jial3''sis endeavor to
test ability to read problems, understand them,
estimate the ansv/er, and determine the correct
c
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solution. There aro tv/o forms, Form A, Elementary
and. Form B, Advanced. They are alternate response
tests, five statements are ,^iven under each question.
The following questions are asKed for each problem.
1. Check, true statement.
2. ChecK what is r:iven.
3. Check what is called for.
4. '^'heclz probable answer.
5. Check correct solution.
Table Situation involved in Problem, compass
Diagnostic Tests. Problem Analysis: Elementary:
Form A.
Topic or Situation Invclvod in Problem
1. Number of games won by base'i^all team
o
'J Dividing books among children
3. llumber of sheep farmer sold
4. Number of quarts of milk bought in one week
5. /anount of mcney left v/hen purchases were completed
6. Boy saving money
7. Num-ber of miles travelled in one day
8. •luinber of eggs fcimd
9. Spending money for a boy's baseball club equipment
10. Sharing money earned
11. Average price recsived "or ench fish
12. Amount of change received
13. Spending money buying horses and cattle
14. ShopL.^iiig for mother
15. Teaming and spending m.oney
6
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Table LX Situation Involved in Problem, compass
Diagnostic Toots. Problem Analysis: Form A.
TODic or situation Invol""-e*'l In : roblem
1. Giving a^vay fractional jL.rt c-" 3.i:ple
2, Total amount earned by boy
3. Number of miles a boy scout iiil'.ed
4. Amount of coal left in coal bin
r
' -> • cost of curbing and paying to ad.d price cf each lot
6. Time girl had to v/ait until trnin vras due
7. Amoimt grocer paid for melons and apples
O * Profit on each chick
9. iTuinber of tomato plants ch cor. be set or-t in
garden
10. ilur.itaer of papers sold
11. Nmber of quarts of varnish needed
12. Amount a.jeii.t rrhoi^.ld rem.it to ovmer
13. Amount of money boy saved who did the v/ork
14. Fate per day workmen vrere paid for their labor
15. Height tti which second "'^in v.-as filled -'hen levelled
c
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Tests XX and XXI of the Compass Dia^no^tic Tests
are general problem scales.
T'lo problems are sr'.iilar to those contained in
the Probleni Analysis Tents but they are arranged in
order of difficulty.
Table LXI Facts Used in the Fundamental Processes
Compass Diagnostic Tests, Form A.
Primary Upper Higher PriJiiary Multiplication Short
Addition Decade Decade subtraction Pacts Division
Facts Pacts Pacts Pacts Pacts
79 81 o 58 77 4C
Theoretically an inventory test covers
completel3'" the useful facts, primary and related in
the fundamental processes, and deals \?ith each
significant \yvq of difficulty in each operation
separately.
The data of Table LXI shows that the Compass
Diagnostic Tests do not test^ adequately tlie facts
in the fundamental processes. Many sKills are
analysed but fer; combinations are tested.
c
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79 Of the 100 prlnary addition facts, CI of the
300 upper decade facts, and 2 of the 80 higher decode
facts used in carrying in multiplication are touted;
58 of the 100 primary subtraction facts, 77 of the
100 multiplication facts, and 49 of the short
division facts are tested. The Compass Diagnostic
Tests afford a sampling of the useful facts,
primary'- and related in the fundamental processes,
and therefore, should iDe classified as a survey test.
The compass Diagnostic Tests provide analysis
of many skills in fraction work, but according; to
research work in the social usage-^ of arithjnetic O'Jir
actual need in fraction v;ork is confined to such
simple problems it is unnecessry to demand a high
standard in manipulating artificial problems.
The follov;ing groupings of fractions are foiind
only in the classroom, not in life outside.
Addition of fifths, sevenths, and thirty fifths;
of lialves, fifths, and sixths; of halves, sevenths,
and fourteenths.
1. Fourth Yearbook, Department of Superintendence,
National Education Association, Chapter Vii,
Aritiirnetic, page 177
«
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subtraction of sevenths fror; halves; of
fifths from halves; of fourteenths from halves;
of tvrelfths from ninths.
Multiplication of twenty-fifths by sixteenths;
fifths by fourteenths; twelfths by nineteenths;
thirds by halves and by elevenths.
Division of twentieths by eighths; tlrirda by
halves; sevenths by fourths; twelfths by tv:enty-
fifths; sixteenths by fortieths. There is little
or nc need for division of fractions.-^
In social usage decimals are used mainly with
united states m.oney^. It would be difficult to
find situations in w^hich the following deciip.als would
be used by the average person.
1. 244 + 24.4 -i- .244 + .0244
2. .0004 - .00019
3. .9182 X .2104
4. .452 87.507 6
The worK in addition, subtraction, multiplication.
1. Upton, Clifford, Changing the Curriculum in
Aritlimetic
,
Teacliers' College, Mew '^'orK, December,
1926, Record 28:541 - 559.
2. \/oody, Clifford, T^qjes of Aritlirietic ::eodod
in Certain T^iies of gale^mp-ns'ii^)
,
Elementary School
o^ournal, Volume 22, pages 505 - 520.
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division of denoninate nianbers, involves obsolete
practicec"^. such examples as the follovring aTe
found only in the classroom.
Add
6 yard 1 fdet 11 liiche?'
7 yard 0 fest 2 inches
G yard 2 feet 1 inch
7 yard 1 foot 0 inches
6 yard 1 foot 10 inches
subtract
8 Tons 1025 pounds
- 1500 pounds
iiultiplication
3 feet 9 inches
X 17
Divide
6 ) 4 pounds 14 ounces
Y/orK in mensuration should be inforriational*^.
1, Sala, V. Deno-'.inate numbers Used in the
Factories of llevr Britain
,
Connecticut
,
Boston
University school of Education, Unpublished Thesis, 1931
2, Fourth Yearbook, Department of Superintendence,
national Ii<lucation Association, Chapter VII,
Arithjietic, page 177
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The aim of informational subject natter lis defeated
V7hen subjected to formal drill and testin,!:. Drill
should be Kept behind meaning; therefore, formal
definitions on.d rules of aritlimetic are not memorized.
The problems are t're t^rpical textbook problems.
They present farfetched situations, or deal rrlth
material ^.7ith which the child is not familiar. The
follovrin;';^ are examples
.
1. Two weeks ago I had G.7 tons of coal in my
coal bin. The first week I burned 1.1 tons. The
second vreek i burned only .8 tons. How mucli coal
have I left?
2. At harvest time I had 956 bushels of wheat.
I had one bin 11 feet 6 inches long, 6 feet vride, and
8 feet 4 inches deep which held 460 bushels when
filled. I stored the rest of it in a bin 10 feet
long and 7 3/4 feet wide. Iiovr high dia iz come in
this bin when levelled off?
If written problems are developed out of the
life experiences ana activities of the pupils, most
of tlie problem difficulties would disappear.
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The aim of problem wopk is to develop
TJinderstanding of business and develop judgment in
the use of money. The pupils cannot develop
;jud;'5!ient when presented with situations which they
fail to understand.
The Compass Diagnostic Tests afford only a
sampling of facts in the fundamental processes
and should, therefore, be classed as a survey test.
Tests I to IV deal with the fundamental processes
and may be used for general survey purposes. Tests
V to XX are not in harmony with nor do they reinforce
the right curricular principles.-^ They test
useless and traditional material. Standardized
tests set up in the minds of teachers standards
for the selection of material and instruction. They
otight to represent in some degree forward looliing
tendencies in curriculm development.'^' As a whole
the compass Dia,gnostic Tests in Arithmetic are of
doiibtful value to tlie classroom teacher.
1. Wilson, CM., and Hoke, K.J., How to Measure
,
The Macmlllan Company, New York, 1929, page 279
2. Simonds, P.M., Measurement in Secondary
Education , The Macmillan Company, Ner vorli, 1950,
page 280
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Scientific studies on problem solving agre3 t'aat
Tnost of the problem difficulties have been due to
the fact that pupils did not have the experierice
necesnsTy for understanding the situations presented
in the textbook problems."^
1, Fourth YearbooK, Department of Superintendence,
National Education Association, Chapter Vil,
Arithmetic, pivje 1V7
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d. Scale 1 of the Monroe Standardized ^-enersG.
survey Arithmetic Scales"^ is designed for Grades 3,
4, and 5. It consists of 8 tests. Scale II designed
for Grades 6, 7, and 8 consists of 7 tests. In Test
7, the pupils are asked to insert decimal points in
quotients; in all others they are aslied to do arithrietic
examples. There are three forms for each scale. All
three forms are similar in content.
1. Monroe, W.S., standardized General Sur\^ey
Arithnetic scales
.
Public school Publishing Company,
Bloomington, Illinois ^l.
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The following process steps are used in the Monroe
Standardized General Arithmetic Scales.
Addition
1. Primary facts.
2. Decade drill.
7>, Single column addition, five addends, r/ithout
zeros
.
4. Single column addition, with zeros.
5. Four place figures, five addends, without zeros.
6. Four place figures, five addends, v^ith zeros.
subtraction
1. Primary/ facts.
2. Related facts.
Three or four place figures in the minuend.
3. Gaps, no borrowing.
4. Gaps, borrowing.
Multiplication
1. Primary facts.
2. One place multipliers, carrying, requiring addition
in higher decade.
3. One place multiplier, zero in multiplictmd,
with and without carrying in zero.
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4. Two or three place multipliers, with carryin,^r«
5. Two or three place multipliers, carrying, single
zero in multiplier or multiplicand.
Short Division
1. Primary facts.
2. Two or more digits in quotient, oarr:''ing, no
remainder
.
3. Zero in quotient v/ith or without carr^ring, no
remainder.
Long Division
1. Involving chiefly the form of operation in long
division; divisor of two places and its right hand
figure very small, no carrying in multiplication;
no "borrowing in subtraction; no remainders.
2. Two place divisor, four or five place dividend,
carrying, borrowing, but no quotient difficulty.
3. Quotient difficulty
Trial divisor is not the correct quotient.

. ]LOC
T able) IiXTT Additior1 1'act£ 1:abl€} 1jXIII Addition i'actt
smd theii• f'requenc\) . cmci 1ihei]? frequencjr
,
I; onroe' s Standard! zeeI Monroe' o Standardized
Greneral s.urvey Arithmetic > cxeneraJL JSurvey Arithnel
1 ests Scale Form 1
.
1'estE Scale 1. I"OTTl 1
i
I
j
1
0 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 2 3 3 4 3 2 2 1 4 2 4
2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 3 2 2 3 4 2 1 2
3 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 4 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
4 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 3 3 1 3 1 1 1 6 1 2 2 1 2 3
6 2 2 2 1 1 1 3 3 3 7 1 1 2 1 1 5 2 1 1
7 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 8 1 1 1 2 1
8 1 1 1 3 2 2 2 1 2 9 3 1 1 2 2 1 1
9 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 J.0 1 1 1 3
2.0 2 1 2 ]ul 2 3 1 2 3 1 2
11 1 1 1 1 12 4 1 3 3 1 1 5 1 2
12 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 13 2 2 1 1 2 1
13 2 1 2 2 1 2 14 1 1 1 2 2 2 1
14 1 1 15 1 1 1 1 1 1
15 1 5 16 3 1 1 1 2 1 2 1
16 1 1 1 1 17 1 1 2 1 2 2
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 3 1
18 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 19 1 2 1 2
20 1 2 20 1 3 1
.
21 1 2 21 1 1 1 1
22 1 1 22 2 2 1 2 1
23 1 23 1 1 1 2 2 1
24 1 24 1 1
25 1 25 1
26 1 u11 26 1 1 1 1
27 1 27 1
28 2 2
29 1
33 1
I'he1 rlumbers! at the lef1/ Cire> GiddedL 1:o those across
1ihe1 top) of the table
.
The nuKibei• j.n the scmare
cLenotes! t ) f'requency^ c)f the combination.>
80 of 1ihe« r)rimary• eiddition facts and 5^t uppei* decade
facts cire ised irI F)Cale
-
Fom1 2 625 c)f the prinary
ciddition fclets. cincL £)6 UDDer decadeJ i"acts5 are) used
j.n Scale II Forn1 I •
fJ uL
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Table L XIV Addition i aoxQ I f Addition facte
facts and their frequency • and their frequency
Monroe standardized Monro e r^t andardized General
General survey Arithmetic Sui*vey Ari time tic Testr:,
Tests • S cale ± » Form s cale TI I
»
Form T TII •
U 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 Qy 0 1 2 3 4 5 b rrf 8 9
c 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 3
-
1
1 1 3 4 3 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 3 2 4 6 2 3
2 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 3 4 2 1 2 2
3 1 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 4 1 3
4 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 2 5 2 2 2 1 1 1
5 2 3 1 3 1 3 1 6 1 1 1 1 3 1 2
6 1 1 3 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 7 2 1 2 1 1
1
7 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 8 1 1 6 1 2
8 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 9 2 1 1 I 2 2
9 2 1 1 s 1 2 1 10 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 ^
10 1 4 1 11 1 1 1 2
11 1 2 1 1 12 2 2 1 1 1 1
12 2
1
1 1 1 1 13 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 2 1
13 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 14 1 1 3 1 1 3 3
14 2 1 15 2 2 1 1 3 2
15 1 1 1 1 16 2 1 1 3 1 3
16 1 2 1 1 17 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
17 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 18 1 1 2 1 2 1 2
18 2 2 1 19 1 2 1 1 1
19 2 1 1 20 1 1 3 1 1 4
20 1 1 1 21 2 1 2 1 2
21 1 22 1 1 1 1 1
22 1 1 23 1 2
23 1 1 24 1 1 2 1
24 1 1 25 1 1
25 1 1 27 1 1 1
28 1 1 1
29 1 1
33 1
The ntunbers at the left are added to those across
the top Of the table. The number in the SQuare
denotes the frequency of the combination
.
7 G of the "Primary addition facts and 54 upper decade
fac ts are used in Scale 1 Form II
;
56 prinar:^ facts
and 96 upper decade facts are used in Scale lit rorm II •
1I
j i J
1 1
1
A_
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Table LXVI Addition facts Table LXVII Addition facts
and their frequency • and the ir frequency •
Monro( standardized TiOnroe Stand^j rdi zed General
General Survey7 /Vrithmetic fiUrvey Arithir.etic Tests
Tests
»
Seal 3 Form II I
.
Scale II, Form II I
.
L-l 0 1 2
A4 5 O 7 oO 9 U 1 2 3 A4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3 1 2 2
1 2 1 2 4 2 <->2 2 3 4 2 1 3 6 2 3
2 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 2 1 3 2 3 1 3 1 3
3 1 1 T_ 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3
4 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 5 1 1 4 3 1
5 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 G 1 2 1 1 2
6 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 7 2 1 1 3 1 1
ri
1 X o TX X TX 1 1 8 X X X o o 2
QO ± TX ± X X 9 X •7 o o 1 1
c\9 1 1 3 1 X 1 2 5 X 10 1 2 X 1 2 •>1 3 1
LO 1 1 1 2 1 1 11 2 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1
LI 1 2 3 1 12 1 2 2 1 1 2
1 oL/C TX X 1 O/J 13 X X X •Zo X o 2
L3 1 1 1 2 14 2 1 2 3 2 1 1 2
L4 1 2 1 15 2 2 1 3
1 cLo 1 1 1 2 1 1 16 1 1 1 2 2
L6 4 1 1 1 1 17 1 2 2 2
17 2 3 1 1 1 18 1 1 1 . 1 2 2 1
L8 1 1 1 1 19 2 2 1 3 2
L9 1 1 1 20 1 1 1 3 3
30 1 2 21 1 1 1
131
l' 1
1 1 1 1 22 2
32 1 23 2 1 1
<33 1 1 1 24 1 2 1
4
434 1 25 1
36 1 1 26 2 1 1 2
37 1 27
28
1 1
1 1
1
1
29 1 1
30 1
31 1
The nmbers a t th B .left are added to those Jacross
the top o:f th(3 tabli
11 3cal( 1, Form 11.I, 7 5 primary addition facts and
61 uppe:r decade facts are used; in Scale ,3, Fom 3,
61 of the priTiiari'- addition :fact B and 95 up-oer decade
facts •
11 1
1 i
1 1 1
1
. ^
J
_i
1
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Table ] /III Subtraction facts and their frequency •
Monroe Standardized General ourve7 Arithmetic Tests t
s cale I Form I *
J.
o
«o o cD 6 7 oo Q 1031121314tiac Ml 18
r\U 1 JL 1 1 1±
1
J. J. -L 1 1X TJ. 1Jm
2 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 2 1 2 1 2 1
4 1 1 J. 1 2 1 1
5 J. 2 1 2 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 2 2 1 1 2 1 1
8 2 2 2 2 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ? 1
The numbers at the left Of the table are subtracted
from thos e aero ss the top The borrowing method of
sub traction was used. The nmb er in the square
denotes the frequency •
6 B subtractiontl facts are 'us ed in Scale 1, Pom 1.
Table LXIX sub traction facts and their frequency •
Monro e Standardized General s-urvey Arithmetic Tests,
S cale 1 Form I I
.
0 1 2 5 4 5 6 7 8 910 01 1213 1415 36 17
0 1 2 1 1 2
1 3 1 1 1
2 2 1 1 5 1 2 2 2
3 1 3 1 2 1
4 5 1 1 1 1
5 2 1 1 1 3 1 2
6 1 1 1 1 2 1 2 1
7 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 2 1 1
The numbers at the left of the table are subtracted
from those across the top. The number in the square
denotes the frequency.
54 subtraction facts are used in Scale I, Form 2.
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Table LXX cmbtractioi i"acts imcI 1their i:r?3Quency
.
Monroe 'tandardized General r IIritl-jfietic Tests
c)CaleJ 1, Fom1 ]:ii
.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10n 1?131415IG
0 1 3 2 1 1 1
1 3 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 2 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 3 2
4 1 2 1 3 1 1 2 2
5 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 2 1
7 1 1 2 1 2 2 2
8 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1
9 1 4
The niDTb 81 orI the5 ].eft are subtractecI f'rop. those
across 1.he5 1'Or) of the table
.
6C ;ubti•actiorI facts ire ised,
Table LXXI Subtraction facts and their frequency
Monroe ' E;tandardj }d General survey /Irithmetic Tests
.
Sc-ale II FOTTI1 I II •
4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 121314151617
0 1 3
1 2 2 1
2 1 2 3 1 1
3 2 3 3
4 2 3 2 1
5 1 2 1 1 1
6 2 1 1 2 1 2
7 1 2 2 2 1
8 1 3 2 2 1 1
9 2 1 1 1
The numl")ers on 1:h€? ].eft 01^ theJ 1:able zire subtracted
fror.1 t,h0S€i £icross the tor)
.
4:4t £ml) traction facte5 are iised.
11
\i
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rable LXXII sub traction facts and their frequency •
]vionroe tandardi zed General Survey Arithneti c Tests
.
Seal e .II Pom I •
TX o o A't D 1 o 910 12131435 1 1 ±i5
u 1 1 1J. 1
T
J. o o 1
o TX O 1
•zo ± 1 2 1 1 1
4. P P 1 1 1 1
CO 1 1 1 1 1 1
ao 1 2 1 2 1 2
7 1 2 1 3 1
8 2 2 1 2 2
9 1 1 1 1 1 1
frh s ]aumb sr 3 at the left the tab le are sub tr ted
from tho se acros S th S tO]P • The ]Qumber in th e square
(ienote*3 th( Frequenc;
130 sub traction facts are Used in Scale 2 Forr. 1 •
1
I
rable L
^onroe
KXIII subtraction facts and
Standardized General Survey
thei
Ari
r frequency,
thmetic Tests.
Sc al< [I
,
1Perm II
.
3 4 5 6 7 8 91011 321314151617 18
0 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 1 1
2 1 1 1 2 1 2
3 1 1 2 2
4 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
5 1 2 1 1 1
6 2
1 2
2
2
2
1 1
3
1
8 1 1 3 2 3
9 2 1 1 1 1
r
rh<9 ]'iuinb(3r! at the left of the table are subtracted
iE'roin those across the top
.
The nimb ers in the squrr.'es
clenote the fre quency •
51 sub tr ac ti(Dn facts are used in Scale 2. Form 2.
4<
1
J
!
IL 1
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Table r Multiplication facts and their
frequency. LIonroe Standardized n\jeneral QOurvey
Tesfa
»
ncale TJ- » r orm X •
0 1 O „O ft a 7 fto q
1
J. 1X X 1X
J, J.
1X X X
o
<o 1 o X O o X or>
•zo X o 1X P 1X P p
A. 1 1 p 1X 1 2, 1 1
0 o 2 1X X o p<& P P X o
D 2 X X O p 1X o X p/o
7 1 1 X X 1 X p X 1X
8 o p 2 1 2 1 2 2
9 I 1 1 1 2 3 2
The numbers 011 1bh( / -Left are the multii Lers •
84 inultiTDlication facts are useei 1Ln Scale 1 Perm 1 •
Table MultiDlicatioi1 jractj3 ianci thei:V 1rrecruencv
.
Monroea <Standardized General Siirve^r 're*Sti3, s< Le II, Form I
.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
2 1 3 2^2 3 1 3 1
Z 1 5 1 2 4 1 1 1 2
4 1 1 1 3 1 2 3 2 1 1
5 2 i 3 2 2 2 1 3
6 1 1 3 1 3 2 3 1 1
7 1 1 1 3 2 4 2 2
8 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 2 3
9 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 :^ 3 1
The numbers 011 th<3 :Left Are the multi]cliers •
71 multiplication fac- are use<i :Ln s cale 2 Fotm 1 •
Table LXVI 1i4ultiplication facts and their frequency •
MonrO( Standard:LS(5d General surte!r 'rests. Scale I , Fom II
0 I 2 4 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 2 3 2 1 3 2 1
3 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 3
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
J 5 1 1 2 3 1 2 3 3 1
1
6 1 1 2 3 1 3 1 2 5
7 1 1 2 1 2 2 3 1 1
8 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 1 1
9 1 1 2 o 1 2 1 5 5
The numbers 0]n th e left are the nultipl iers •
81 multiplication facts are use in Scale 1 , Pom 2 •
('1
i
' 1
i
Table
Monroe
L
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XVII Miatiplicatior
tandardlzed General
I facts
Survey
t eind
es
L 1
te
.hell• f
!a3
'reqi.
Le 13
i^ncy
.
•
»
Porra II.
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9
2 2 3 2 2 3 1 1 1 1
3 3 3 2 3 1 3 1
4 1 1 1 2 2 1 4 2 2
5 2 1 3 1 4 2 1
6 1 1 2 3 2 3 2 2
7 1 3 1 2 2 1 2 4
8 1 1 1 3 2 4 2 2
9 1 2 2 5 1 2 1 1
The members a1: the 1 eft are the multipliers
.
66 0f the muJ tip11cat!orI facts aire tised In Scale> II,
Pom I I
.
Table LXVIII Multipllcatlon facts and their frequency.
Monroe standardized General Siirvey 1 est£ Scale5 3 'orm III.
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 3 1 1 2 1 2 3 2
3 2 2 3 1 1 3 1
4 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1
6 1 1 3 2 2 2 1 2 2
7 2 2 1 1 1 2 3 2
8 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2
9 1 2 3 1 2 2 2 2 3
The numb ers a1i t.he5 I eft are the riinltir)lj.ers
83. of the multipli.catiorI facts are> used irI s.caleJ I-
Porm I II •
Table LXI.I Ilultiplicnation fact>s and their frequency.
Monroe> c5tandardlzed General Surv e^^ 1'e£5t£s • c>caleJ 3I t
ForaI I II •
c) 2 2 2 t f5 6 7 8 9
1 2. 1 2^ 2 5 3.312
5 25 1 2 > 1 5 2
4[ 3 I 3 ]L 2
c
) J
J 2 a J 3. 3 S3 2 3
e
k r
5 3 a. ] 2 ]L 2 1
r
' ]L 2. 3 ^; ]- ? 1 2 1 2
EJ ]L 1 3 J 4 JI 2
) 1 3 5 13 2 2
The numbers on 1,he 3.el't are the multiiiliei
66 of the r.ultiplication facte -ire use m ?c-le II, •orr. HI.
<i
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Table L XX Short DlVlS ton :fact 3 and thei"r ^quency.
Monro
<
3 .^tojLdardized General survey rest s • So al
Forin ][.
1 4
-JZ.. . .v.. 6 7f 8 9 1 o—
^
4 G 7 8 o
0 1 1 p p o 1 1 85 1
1 ofj 26 1 1
2 1 27 2 1
•z TX 1 28 2
4 1 1 SO 1 1
5 1 31 1 1
6 2 2 1 2 32 2 1
7 1 1 1 34 1 1
8 1 1 p 35 1
9 1X 1 X 1 36 1X 1
LO 2 1 2 38 1 1
LI 1 1 42 2 1
L2 1 43 2 1
1 47 1
L4 48
L5 1 i49 1
L6 1 1
17 1 Do 1
18 1 1 o 2 2
30 2 B4 2
31 3^ 1 1 3 1
32
ri^ 1
JX 1
•33 1 1 1
34 1 X 38 1
The figures a't •th( top 5ir<a th 9 (iivisors 9 0 (
the Pt divisio]1 :fact B ari L1S<5d i:a Seal e . Form 1-
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Table LXXI Short division facts and their frequency.
Monroe rtandajrdized General survey Tests. Scale I,
Form II.
12345678 9
0| 1 1 2 3 112
2 1
3 11
4 2
5 112
6 2 1 3
7 11
8 11
9 1 11
10 3 1
11 2 1
12 1 1 1
14 2
15 1 1
16 1 11
18 12 1
19 1
20 1
21 2
23 1
24 11 1
25 12 1
26 1
27 11
281 1 2
29
30
32
33
35
36
37
38
40
42
43
45
46
48
49
52
54
56
63
64
72
78
81
84
12345C789
2
1 1
2
11 1
1 1
1
1
13 1
1
1
1
1
1
1 1
1
1 1
2 1
1
3
1
1
1
The figures at the top are the divisors. 92 of the
short divisor facts are used.
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Table LXXII short division facts and their frequency.
Monroe Standardized General Survey Arithmetic Tests
Scale I Form III
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
16
18
20
21
22
25
24
25
26
27
1 ? 7, 4 5 6 7 912 13 1
1
1
1 2
11 1
112 1
14 3
1 2
1 11111
3 1
2 1
1
1 1
1
1
11 1
1 2
3 2 1
1 1
1 1
2 1
1
1 1
1 1
1 2 Q 7 oG
28 1
50 1 1
X o
34 1
35 1
36 1 1 2
38 1 1
43 1
43 1
4.6 P
48 1 1 1
49 1
J.
54 1 1 1
oo X
57 1
63 1
64 1
68 1
72 1
74 1
81 1
85 1
86
The figures at the top are the divisors.
89 of the short division facts are used in Scale I,
Form 3.
II
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Table LXXIII Divisors and the number of digits in
dividends scale II Form I, Monroe Standardized
General survey Tests, Scale II, Form I.
81 23 27 gl 32 41 42 47 51 52 59 67 68 72 76 78 84 89 96 98
3 1 J. 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Table LXXIV Divisors and the number of digits in
dividends* Monroe Standardized General sur'/ey Tests
Scale II, Form II
.
21 23 28 31 32 41 42 48 51 52 58 67 68 73 76 79 84 89 P6 98
3
4
5
Table LXXV Divisors and the nmber of digits in
dividends. Monroe Standards GenereG. survey Tests
Scale II, Form III
21 24 29 31 32 34 38 41 42 46 49 51 52 56 67 73 79.84 89 98
3 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
The numbers across the top of the table are
divisors those at the left are the number of digits
contained in the dividends.
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Table Lxxvi Nrtmber of Pacts Used in the Monroe
Standardized General Siirvey Teats.
100 300 80 100 100
Scales Primary Upper Higher Primary Multiplication Short
T)A Q r1 o OU.U wx aO bXUXl uivision
Facts Pacts Pacts Pacts Facts
Scale 1
Form 1 80 54 0 68 84 90
Scale 2
Fonn 1 65 96 0 54 71
Scale 1
Poin 2 76 54 0 60 81 92
Scale 2
Form 2 56 98 0 51 66
Scale 1
Form 3 75 61 0 60 81 89
Scale 2
Form 5 61 95 0 1:4 66
The data of Table LXXVI shows that for a sio^ey
test The Monroe standardized General survey Tests rive
a sampling of the facts in the fundamental processes.
They are similar to the Cleveland Survey and the
Compass Survey Tests • In division of fractions the
following groupings were noted: sevenths and fifths
»
sevenths and fourths; fifteenths and eighths, elevenths
and sevenths. These fractions are still found in
1
. Dalrynple
,
CO., Frequency of Occurrence of
Fractiona in Indus try , Boston UniversiTy school of
Education, unpublished Master's thesis, 1932
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some aritlmietic books, but according to recer.t
studies in fractions"'' division of fractions and the
above groupings of fractions are not used in actueJ.
business practice, and are, therefore, of doubtful
value in the classroom. The tests in division of
decimals are of doubtful value, also. According to
nevjer courses of study in arithmetic it is reccrrier.ded
pthat the divisors be whole numbers, preferably-
confined to United states money. By omitting the
tests in fractions and decimals, the Monroe
Standardized General survey Tests may be profitably
used for general survey purposes.
1. Dalr^TTple, CO., Frequency of Occurrence cf
Fractions in Indus try , Bos ton Univ cr'sTty School of
Education, Unpublished Thesis, 1952
2. V/ilson, G.l:., V/hat Arithmetic Shall We Te cy. T
Houghton Mifflin, company: Boston, MassachuselTs,
Chapter XIV
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e. The Monroe Diagnostic Tests in Arithnetic do
not meet the standards of inventory tests and
therefore, do not come iinder that classification.
ThB Monroe Diagnostic Tests-'- are composed of
a series of tv/enty-ono tests, requiring thirty-one
minutes to administer, and are designed to diagnose
the particular diffic-jJLties of .each individual child.
These tests are printed in four parts, standard
scores are given. Rate in the Monroe Diajgnostic
Tests indicates the number of exariiples attempted,
and accuracy i^ the percent of exorinles right. The
scores on the individual tests are designed to
enable the teacher to determine on v;hat phases of
the subject the pupil may be deficient, in so far
as the tests contain examples dealing with all phases
of the process.
Tests I to XI of the Monroe Diagnostic Tests in
Arithjnetic consist of examples on integers and are
designed for Grades IV to Viii. Part III is on
common fractions and is designed for Grades V to
1. Monroe, W.S., Diag-nostic Tests in Arit^imetic
,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois
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VIII; Tests XVIII to XXI (Part IV) consist or ozariples
in multiplication, and division of decimals. They are
to be used in Grades Vi to VIII. Each test is timed
separately.
The following process steps are used in the
Monroe Diagnostic Tests.
Addition
1. Single column addition, no zeros, sums to 20.
2. Single coluriin addition, with zeros, sum.s to 20.
3. Single coluiiin addition, thirteen addends, with
and without zeros.
4. Column addition, four place figures, five
addends, without zeros.
5. column addition, four place figures, five
addends, with zeros.
subtraction
!• Related facts.
2. Simple subtraction with one step borro'-ing.
3« One step bcrrowing witli occassional vanishing lefts.
4. Double borrowing, gaps.
5. Triple borrowing.
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Multiplication
1. One place multiplier, carryin;?.
P., One place multiplier, carr:,'-ing, single zero in
multiplicand.
3. TV70 or three place multipliers without zeros.
4. Ty;o or three place multipliers, zero in multiplicand
with cexTirlng in zero
.
5. Zero in multiplier and in multiplicand.
Short Division
1. Two or more di^^its in quotient, carrying, no
remainder
.
Long Division
1. Involving chiefly the fom of operation in long
division; divisor of two places, and its right
hand figure very small, no carr^'-ing in multiplication,
no borrowing in subtraction; no rem^ainders.
2» Tv;o place divisor, three or four place dividend,
carrying, no borrowing, no remainder.
3. Two place divisor, three or four place dividend,
borrov:ing, no remainder.
4. Quotient difficult3'-
Trial divisor not the correct quotient.
i
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Table LXXVII Addition
facts and their frequency
Monroe Diagnostic Tests,
Part 1
Tatle LXXVIII Addition
facts and their frequency.
!.:onroe Diagnostic Tests,
Part 2
0 1 2
{—
1 1 3 2 1 1 2 1 1
2 2 3 3 3 2 2 1 5 2 5 3
3 4 4 2 4 2 1 1 3 1 1
4 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 1 1
5 2 2 2 1 2 3 1 2 1
6 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 3 1 3 6 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 2
8 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1
9 ri 1 1 3
ry
1 3 2 1 1 1
10 1 1 1 1 3
1
1 1 2 1 1 1 1
11 o 3 1 2 4 1 2
12 4 2 3 3 1 1 1 5 1 2 1 1
13 2 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
14 1 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
16 3 1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
17 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1
18 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 3 1 1
19 1 3 1 2 1 1 1
20 3 2 1
21 1 1 1 1 1
22 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
23 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
25 1 1 1 1 2 1
26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
27 1 1 1
28 2 2 1 1
29 1 2 1
30 1 1 2 1 1
31 1 2
32 1 1
33 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
35 1 1
36 1 1 1 1
37 1 2 1
38 1
c
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Monroe Dia^ostic Testfj In Arithrietic
Continued
012 5 456789 0 1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 0
39 1 2 1111 1
40 1 1
41 1 111
42 1 1 2
44 1 11
46 11 1
47 1
48
49
1 11
1
50 11 1
51 1 1
52 1 1
53 11 11
55 1
56 1
59 2 1
60 1
61 1
62
63
1
1
57 1
85 1
Ihe numbers on the left are added, to those across
the top of the table. The mmher in the square
denotes the nunher of times each combination occurs.
In Part 1, 75 primarj''
facts in addition, and
103 upper decade facts
are used.
In Part II, 25 primary
facts, 84 upper decade
facts, 41 higher decade
facts used in carriv^ing
in multiplication are used.
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Table LXXIX Subtraction facts and their frequency.
Monroe Diagnostic Testcv Part 1.
012 5 456789 lo^ 1215 14 15161 7
1 1
2 1 1
3 11 2
4 1 1
5 1 1
6 1 1
7 11 1
8 1 12
9 1 1 9.
Table LXXX Subtraction facts and. their frequency.
Monroe Diagnostic Tests, Part 2.
Ol2 3 4.5R7fi9 10 711 ?. 1.^ 1 4.1 FTI 17 T P.
0 11 11
1 2 2 1
2 112 3 1
3
4
1 112 111
2 2 1111
5 111 111
6 12 1 2 12
7 12 112 1
8 2 3 12 2
9 111 111
The numbers on the left of the table are suttracted
from the numbers across the top of the graph. The
nmber in the square denotes the frequency of
oc<iurrence.
21 primary subtraction facts are used in Part i
and 54 in Part 2.
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Table LXXXI Multiplication facts and their frequency.
Monroe Diagnostic Tests, Part 1.
0 2 3 4 7 p: ?i
0 8 4 2 3 4 5 4 5 4
1 1 1 1
2 4 1 1 4 1 3 2 3 4 1
3 4 2 3 4 4 3 1 1 4
4 3 2 2 1 2 3 3 3 1
5 4 2 1 2 1 1 2 6 •7 2
6 5 1 3 3 2 2 1 5 2 3
7 3 1 2 1 3 4 1 3 2
8 5 2 2 2 5 4 3 2 2 2
9 2 2 1 2 3 Pi 1
Table LXXXIjI'^^tiplication facts and their frequency.
Monroe Dia^^ostic Tests, Part 2.
0 2 3 4 e? 7 a 9
2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1
3 1 3 1 2 4 1 1 1 2
4 1 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 1
5 2 3 1 2 1 1 2
S 1 1 2 1 2 2 2 1
7 1 1 2 1 o<^ 1
8 1 1 O 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 "1 1 3 2 1
The numbers at the left of the table are the
multipliers
.
90 of the multiplication facts are used in Part 1;
64 of the multiplication facts in Part 2.
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Table LXXXIII Short division facts and their frequency.
Monroe Diagnostic Tests, Part 1
25458739
0
3
1 2
1 1
5 1 1
6 1 1
7 1 1
8 1
9 1 ±
10
11
2 1
1
12 1
13 1
14 1
15 1
20 1
21 1
22 1
23 1
24 1
25 1
26 1
;a7 1 1
31 1 1
52 1
34 1
38 1 1
43 1 1
46 1
-iV 1
43 1
53 1
55 1
63 1 1
64 1
72 1
75 1
81 1
87
1
The fiG'iires at the top are the divisor;^. 40
short division facts are ii?ed in Part 1.
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Table LXXXIVDivisors and nmber of digits in
dividends. Monroe Diarjnostic Tests, Part 1.
ry'Z O ,/| '7'
1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I X I 1 1
7f> 74 82 85 84 9r 93 94
-
1 1 1 I J. i. 1
Table LXXXV Divisors and nmber of di,'3;its in
dividends. Llonroe Diagnostic Tests, Part 2.
28 56 47 48 57 C7 68 76 79 ?,? _9.P>
11 1 I 1 I 1
I
1 1 il li il 1 1 1
The numbers at the left are the nmbers of
digits in the dividends, those at the top of the
graph are the actual divisors.
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Table LXXXVI Fractions useu. in addition.
Diagnostic Tests.
iionroe
Table LXXXVII Fractions used in subtraction
Diagnostic Tests.
l!onrce
1//^
2/3
2/3
5/4
2/7
3/5
1/3
4/5
5/6
Jf6
5/6
2/7
3/4
3/5
5/6 - 2/15
7/9 - 1/6
7/10 - 1/6
7/12 - 3/8
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Table LXXXVlilFractions used in inultlplicatlon.
Monroe Diagnostic Tests.
1/2 X 1/3
1/3 X 1/2
1/3 X 0/8
2/3 X 3/4
2/5 X 0/4
2/5 X 3/7
4/5 X 1/3
.,0 X 7/9
' j -j X 3/10
2/7 X 1/6
3/8 X 1/4
4/9 X 2/5
5/12 X 3/5
7/12 X 4/7
4/15 X 5/8
Table I^XXXIX Fractions used in division. Monroe
Piai^ncstic Tests.
1/2 -i 1/3
2/3 3/4
2/3 -f 8/9
2/5 -f
3/5 4
4/5 4
5/6 4
s/7 4/7 4 8/11
4/7 4 2/3
3/8 4 2/3
5/12 4 4/9
7/12 4 4/9
1/4 4 1/6
2/5 4 1/3 3/7 4
5/8
4 / 5
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TaMo XC Value of lact fir^ure in divigor and
dividend, llonroe Diagnostic Tests.
Example .415 .05, thousandths hundredths
Integer
Tenths
Hundredth
Thousandths
T eii-thousandth s
inte^rers Tenths .Hundreathg Thousandths
2
0
(_)
0 IC 1. ^
At the left of the table are the divisors.
Table xci Value of last figure in nultiplier and
raultiplicand. Monroe Diagnostic Tests.
Integers Tenths Hundredths ThOt.ssr.:
integers
Tenths
Hundredths
Thousandths
J. - i 1. . K.; . .
5 G
Tests XVII, ::viii, XIX, ajid XX comprise
examples in multiplication, and division of decimals,
in vrhich the decimal point hac to be inserted.
c(
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Table XCII Decinals used, in division. Honroe
Diagnostic Tests. •
Units P
Tenths
HimdrecLths 1 9 IC
The table is read as follo-js: tentlis are
divided "by units, tnice; hundredths are divided
by units twice; thousandths are divided by units
twice
.
Table XCIII Decimals used in multiplication.
Monroe Diagnostic Tests.
Units
Tenths
Hundredths
Unite Tenths Himdredths Thousandtiis
Li,
2 7 (' V-
Table XCIII is read as follows :units are
multiplied by tenths, three times; tenths are
multiplied by tenths, five times; hundredths are
m.ultiplied by tenths, seven times; and so on.
c(
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Ta"ble XCIV s^-anriary of FQcts Used in the Llonroe
Diagnostic Tests.
100
Primary
AdditJjDn
Pacts
300
Upper
Decade
Facts
80
"i~:aer
Decade
Pacts
100
nut traction
A c*cts
100
1 Multiplication
Facts
Short
Division
Facts
Part Part fart Fort
I 1 o 1 1
75 25 103 84 0 41 21 54 90 64 49
From the data of Table XCIV it may be seen that
tiie Monroe Diagnostic Tests are diagnostic in
name only. Onl-"- 75 of the primary addition facts
out of the :^00,103 of the 300 upper decade facts, 21
of the 100 subtraction facts, 90 of the 100
multiplication facts, and 49 of the short division
facts are used in Part 1. 25 of the primary addition
facts, 84 of the 300 upper decade facts, 41 of the
higher decade facts; 54 of tlie IOC subtraction facts;
64 Of the multiplication facts are tested in Po.rt ii.
They do not afford a complete inventorj- of the
useful facts, primary and related, in the rundarier.tal
processes. They afford a sampling of facts and,
therefore, should be classed as a survey tec-t.
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The follov;ing appear to the author as pertinent
criticisms
.
Test VII, Part II, single colurin addition with
thirteen addends, goes beyond social usage.
^
Most of the fraction conbinations are used
only in textboolcs of arithmetic and not in real life
situations, for example, 4/7 + 3/5; 4/15 + 5/9;
7/9 - 1/6; 5/6 - 2/15; 7/12 X 4/7; 4/5 X 7/9. All
the examples in division of fractions involve mere
manipulation and disregard the principle of social
us age.
^
In business and social usage most of the viotK
in decimals is in connection with United states money
therefore most of the work in decimals should be
confined to United States money in the schools.
Othen?ise the \York is meaningless involving mere
manipulation, such examples as the following do not
appear to be based on life situations. They do not
refer to United states money.
1. V/ilson, C-.M., That Aritlimetic shall XIe Teach
Houghton Mifflin company, Boston , Massachusetts
,
1926, page 124.
2. Dalrymple, CO., Frequency of Occurrence
of Fractions in Industry/ , Boston University School
of EdLication, Unpublished Master's Thesis, 1932
€
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7.465 X 4.3
5.376 X .91
2.893 X .68
2758.9 -i .47
2257? .57
31.824 .68
By omitting Test Vii, Part II, v:hicli goes
beyond social usage. Parts I and II of the I.lonroe
Diagnostic Tests may be used for general s'mrvey
pu27poses. Parts III and IV are not in harmony
v;ith, nor do they reinforce the right curricular
principles."^ They test useless and traditional
material in fractions and decimals.
1. Wilson, G.M., and Hoke, K.o""., how to Measure
,
The Macmillan Company, New vork, 1929, page 279
f
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f • The Pittsburgh Arithmetic Scales are designed
for grades three to eight. They test the foiir
fundamental processes. They were designed and
standardized by the Research Department of the
Pittsburgh Public Schools. The three forms are of
equal difficulty.
The following process steps are used in the
Pittsburgh Scales.
Addition
1. Primary facts.
2. Decade drill.
3. Single column addition, with five addends.
4. Hvio place figures, with no caj7r:,'-ing, gaps, or zeros.
5. Two place figures \7ith carrying.
6. Columns, carrying, gaps, zeros.
Subtraction
1. Related facts.
2» One step borrovring.
3. More than one step borrowing.
Mul tip 1i cation
1. Primary facts.
2» One place multiplier, no carrying.
1. Pittsburgh Arithmetic Scales
, Public
School Publishing company. Bloomington, Illiiiois, 1921
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3. One place multiplier, carrying, requiring addition
in higher decade.
4. One place multiplier, carrying, requiring addltlion
in higher decade.
5. Two or three place multipliers with carrying.
6. Single zero in multiplier.
7. Single zero in multiplier and in multiplicand.
Short Division
1. Primary facts.
S. Tv/o or more digits in quotient, no carrrring, no
remainder
.
3. Tvfo or more digits in quotient, carr^'-ing, no
rem.ainder
Long Division
1. Quotient difficulty. Trial divisor not correct
quotient.
c
Tables XCV XCVI
their frequency.
Form A
1 2 7A 5 Q 7 8 9 0
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, and XCVI I , Addition facts and
Pittsburgh Arithraetic Scale Forra;- A,E,r;.
1
2
5
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2S
30
31
52
33
34
35
37
38
40
41
42
43
45
46
47
50
52
53
57
1
1 2
1 1
1
11 1
1 1
1 1
11 1
1 1
1 2
12 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
111
112 1
1
11 1
1 1
1 2
111
1 1
I 11
1 1
3
I 1
1 1
1 11
1 2
1 1
1II 11
111 1
1 1
II 1
1 2
1
1
1
Form B
1234 5 6789
1
2
2
1 1
111
1 1
1
1 1
1
111 1
1 1
11 1
1 2
111
1
1
1
1 2
I 1
II 1
1 1
1
1
1
1
1
112
1
2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1 1
1
1
Form C
0 1 4 5 G 7 8 9
1
D- 1
1 1
2 1
111
1 1
1
1
1
1
2 1
1 13
1 1
I 111
II 2 1
1
1
1
2 3 1
2
1 1
1 1
3
1
1 1
1 1
2
1 1
1 1
1 1
1
1
1
1 1
2 1
1 1
1
1 1
1 1
1
1 1
1
1
1 1
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Pittalaiirgh Arithinetlc Scale, Tom A, E, C.
Explanation of foregoing table.
The nmiterB at the left are added to those
across the top of the graph. These facts viere
found by adding up the colurjins.
2S of the primary facts in addition are used
in Form A, 50 in Form B, and 29 in Fom C. 66 of
the upper decade facts to 39 + 9 are tested in Fom
A, 42 in Form B and 62 in Form C. In the higher
decade 9 of the addition facts used in carrying in
mult: plication are used in Form A, 5 in Form B, and 9
Form C.
t
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Table XCVIII subtraction facts and their frequency.
Pittsburgh Arithin.etic Ccale, Form A.
012 3 456 7 8 910 1112 13 141 51 G17
V L JL
±
±
•2
o
5
J.
2 1 11
6 1 1
7 1 1112
8 2 1 11 2 4
9 11 P IT,
Table XOIX subtraction facts and their frequency.
Pittsbur^rh Arithmetic scale. Pom B.
0123456789 101112131415161718
0
1 1
2 2 12 1
3 1 2
4 1
5 1 2 1
6 3 111
7 3 2 2 1 2
8 2 1112
9 1 3 2
Table c Subtraction facts and their frequency.
Pittsburgh Arithmetic Scale Porm C.
012345G78 9 IO.H 121 3141 51617
0 2
1 1 1
2 11 111
3
4
5
6
1 1
1
- X 3 1 1
1 1
7 11 11 3
8
9
2 1 2 2
1 2 1 1 3 -
The numbers at the left are subtracted froin tiiose
across the top of the table. The borrowing netliod
of subtraction was used.
29 of the subtraction facts are used in Pom A, 28
in Pom B, and 33 in pom 0.
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Table CI Multiplication facts and their frequency
Pittsburgh Arithmetic Scale Form A.
0
1
1 13 4 2
2 12 11
3 11 11
4
5
6
T T T111
1 2
7
8
1112 5 1
1 1111
9 1 2 2 14
Table CII Multiplication facts and their frequency.
Pittsburgh Arithmetic Scale, Form B.
0123456789
0 2 1 12 2 1
1
2 1 1111
3 111 11
4 1 2 2 1
5
6 2 1 1111
7 1 1 1 2 14 1
8 1 1112 11
9 1 1 ] ] 3 1
Table cm viultiplication facts and their frequency.
Pittsburgh Ari time tic Scale, Form C.
1 2 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 3 1
1 3 1 2
2 1 3 2 4 2 5 2
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
The numbers at the left are multiplied by those across
the top of the table.
34 multiplication facts are used in Form A, 46 in
Form B, and 34 in Form c.
-4
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Tables CIV , cv » OVI Divisors and nmber of
digits in dividends. Pittsburgh Arithmetic scale
Form A, Form B, Form c.
Form A Form B Form C
37 56 63 85 63 74 85 279 68 73 279 299
4
5
9
4
5
6
9
The nmbers at the top of the tables are the
actual divisors. The numbers at the left show how
many digits are in the dividends.
Tables cm CV and cvi , show the actual
divisors used and the nimber of digits in the
dividends in Form A, B, and c.
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Tables CVII , CVIII , and cix ^^l^ort Division
facts and their Irequency. Pittsburgh Arithmetic
scale, Foms A, B, C.
Table Form A
Divisors
3 5 7 9
laDie Form B Table Form C
Divisors Divisors
3
6
1
1 1
9 1 1
15 1
42 1
45
46
2
1
48 1
49 1
54
60
1
1
6 8 9 S 5 4 7 S ?
30 1 0 1
37 1 3 1
38 1 4 1
45 1 6 1 1
51 1 8 1
63 1 9 1
64 1 24 1
66 1 31 1
81 1 32 1
38 1
42 1
49 1
60 1
75 1
The figures at the top are divided into those at the
left of the table. The figure in the square denotes
the frequency.
13 of the short division facts are used in Form A,
and 9 in Form B, and 15 in Form c.
m
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Table CX Number of facts Used, in the Pittsburgh
Arithmetic Scales.
Foms A B C
Primary Facts Addition 28 30 29
Upper Decade Addition 66 42 62
Higher Decade Addition 9 5 9
subtraction facts 29 28 33
Multiplication 34 46 34
Short Division 15 9 15
From Table cx it may be readily seen that
the Pittsburgh Arithmetic Scales do not adequately
tests the facts in the fundamental processes.
They go beyond social usage-*- in addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and short division. They are,
therefore, of doubtful value.
1. Third Yearbook Department of superintendence,
Chapter 3, page 35
Fourth Yearbook Department of superintendence,
Y/ashington, District of Columbia, 1926, pa.Te 177
\Yilson, G.M., What Arithmetic Shall Y:e Teac2: ?
Houghton Mifflin Company, New York, 1926, ChapTer
XIII, page 118
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Table CXI Timber of facts -used In the fundamental
processes of the Survey Tests.
4
100 300 80 100 100
survey Tests Primary Upper Hip:her Primary Hultiplication Short
Addition Decade Decade Subtraction Facts Di-.'ision
Facts Facts Facts Facts Facts
Cleveland
Form 1 90 143 53 79 85 91
Fomi II 89 162 55 70 81 94
Compass
Elementary
Fonii A 58 20 4 54 100 42
Form B 50 26 3 54 100 46
Advanced
Form A 40 28 0 26 37 7
Form B 38 31 0 24 42 10
Compass
Diagnostic
Form A 79 81 2 58 77 49
Monroe
Scale 1
Form 1 80 54 68 84 90
Scale II
Form I 63 96 54 71
Scale 1
Form II 76 54 60 81 92
Scale II
Form II 56 98 51 66
Scale I
Form III 75 61 60 81 89
Scale II
Form III 61 95 44 66
9
i
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Table CXI^Jmber of facts used In the fundamental
processes of the survey Tests, continued*
survey Tests
100
Primary
Addition
300
Upper
Decade
80
Higher
Decade
TP o + e
100
Primaiy
subtraction
TP O t Qr cio I/O
100
Multiplication
Facts
Short
Division
r ac us
Monroe
Diagiiostic
Part 1
Part II
75
P5
103
84
0
41
21
54
90
64
49
Pittsburgh
Scale
Form A
Form B
Form 0
26
30
29
66
42
62
9
5
9
29
28
33
34
46
34
13
9
15
From the data of Table CXI It may be seen
that the Cleveland survey Tests afford the most
satisfactory- survey of useful facts in the
fundamental processes. In Form I, 90 cf the primary
addition facts, 143 of the upper decade facts, and
53 of the higher decade facts ai^e used. 79 of the
primary subtraction facts, 85 of the multiplication
facts, and 91 of the shott division facts are used.
c
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In Form II, 89 of the primary addition facts, 162
vrpper decade facts, and 55 higher decade facts are
used; 70 primary/- subtraction facts, 81 multiplication
facts, and 94 short division facts are used. The othet
su27vey tests analyzed do not give as complete an
inventory of useful facts.
The Cleveland survey Tests are spiral in
character* that is, the examples increase in difficulty,
for example. Set A tests knowledge of the addition
facts, Set E single column addition; Set j, more
difficult colTjmn addition; Set M, carrying in coli^rji
addition. In each of the fundamental processes the
first set of examples is simpler, and each succeeding
set gro\7s more difficult, thus enabling the teacher
to determine whether a lack of knowledge of the useful
fjicts, primary and related, or a lack of comprehension
of the procesc involved prevents the pupil from
attaining satisfactory achievement.
The Cleveland survey Tests conform more closely
to social usage aiid to the grade requirements
recommended by the Aritlimetic Committee of the National
cc
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Education Association than the other survey teste
analyzed. By omitting the worl: in fractions, Set 0
and single colunn addition with thirteen addends,
Set J, the Cleveland Survey Tests conform to the
demands of social usage, and are to be recommended
for the purpose of a general suivey.
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Chapter V
Inventory Tests
a. Content and evaluation
The purpose of an inventory test in arithmetic
is to enable the teacher to discover what
comlDination each child is missing, or what type of
example each child has difficulty in solving. This
is especially necessary in the initial learning
stages, where the pupil is apt to become confused
by slight differences in the skills involved in
the solution of particular t^rpes of examples. It
is possible that a pupil be able to add simple
addition combinations and short serial coliTins of
addition, but be unable to add correctly a column
which necessitates a long attention span aiid
involves carrying*
Theoretically an inventory test covers
completely the useful facts, primary and related,
in the fundamental processes, and deals with each
significant type of difficulty in each operation
separately.
A teacher who is conscious of the total
number of useful facts, primary and related,
and of the t\'peG of examples in each process can
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use an inventory test as a guide in instruction and
prescribe the necessary remedial work for each
individual pupil. Vfhen a child knows which combination
or type of example is responsible for his incorrect
\7ork he endeavors to master his particular difficiilty.
Authors differ in their conception of the
significant process step difficulties. In analyzing
the tests the process step difficulties used by each
author have been listed.
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a* The Bus^^rell-John Diagnostic Chart for Individual
Differences''" in the fimdamental processes in arith-et
vras prepared after the work of two hundred and fifty
elementary school pupils vras observed. After^vards
these habits of work were arranged according to the
frequency and an experimental form of diagnostic
chart was printed. The experimental form was then
used in seventy classrooms in ten different schools
of Chicago and its suburbs. The habits listed in
the extension of the experiment were combined with
those listed in the original study of two hundred
and fift^r pupils and the present chart represents the
frequency of each detenrdned by the entire
experiment. For example the most common habit
observed in addition v/ac error in making com.bination.
The list of habits in the diagnostic chart includes a
habits which were observed in five or more children.
The sam.e set of examples are given in the V/ork Sheet
as in the Diagnostic Chart.
1. Busv;ell, G.T., and John, Lenore, r)ia,^ostic
Chart for Fundamental Procerrer in Arithmetic
,
Public School Publishing Company, Blcom.ington,
Illinois
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Process Steps Used In Buswell-o^ohn Chart
Addition
1, Primary combinations.
2, Decade drill.
7>. Short columns, one place figure, four
addends
.
4« Two or three place numbers with no carrying
zeros, or gaps.
5. Same as Number 4 but with zeros or gaps.
6. Two or three place addends, carrying, sum
of left hand colujnn less than 10, no zeros.
7. Colijmns carrying, gaps, zeros.
Subtraction
1. Primary facts.
2. Related facts.
5. Simple subtraction without borrowing.
4. Borrov;ing, one step.
5. One-step borrov/ing. Last subtraction zero
not brought do\7n,
6. Double or triple borrowing.
7. Zero difficulties in minuend.
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Multiplication Process Steps
1. Primary facts.
2. One place multiplier, no carrying.
3. One place multiplier, no carrying,
requiring addition in higher decade.
4. One place multiplier, zero in multi:r-licand
with and withoiit carrying in zero.
5. Two or three place multipliers, no
carrying
.
6. Same as Number 5 but with carr^^-ing.
7. single zero in multiplier, or multiplicajid
8. Double zero in multiplicand or multiplier.
Long Division Process Steps
1. Involving chiefly the form of operation,
no carrying in multiplication, no
borrowing In subtraction.
2. Carrying, borrowing.
3. Quotient difficulty.
Trial divisor not the true quotient.
4. Quotient difficulty even though the
Increase by one rule is used.
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Table CXIII Addition facts and their froquency.
Buswell-John Diagnostic Chart for Pimdamental
Processes in Arithmetic.
1 21 1
i u
5 4 3 1 6 2 6 S 2 22 3
3 1 1 5 4 0 3 4 23 1 1
1 1 2 9 1 1 1 1 0 24 1 1 2 1
2 1 0 1 3 2 0 0 2 1 25 2
1 2 1 1 27 1 1
1 3 4 1 28 1 1
1 1 1 1 2 5 3 4 30 2
1 2 1 6 2 2 4 2 32 1
2 1 3 2 1 1 4 1 33 1
o(J 1 3 36 1 1
1 1 1 42 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 44 1
1 1 2 53 1
2 1 57 1
2 1 3 S6 1
2 1 1 73 1
1 2 1 2 75 1
1 1 76
1 77
The numbers on the left are added to those at
the top of the table. The numbers in the squares
show the number of times each group appeared,
for example, 0 plus 7 appeared once, 1 plus 1
appeared 5 times. Tho facts are found by adding
up the column of figures.
The facts in addition are not well covered. Onl3''
69 prjjnaiy facts are used, 49 upper decade facts,
and 7 higher decade facts used in carrying in
multiplication are used.
mi'
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T able aXIV subtraction facts and their
fre quency • BUs^crell-John Diagnostic Chart for
Pundamental Processes in Arithmetic •
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 IL2213 1415 1G1718
0 1 1 2
1 2 2 1 1 1 2 1
2 2 1 1 2 4 4 1
3 1 1 2 1 3 1 1 2
4 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 2 1
5 1 2 1 2
6 1 1 1 4 2 1
7 1 3 1 1 1
8 3 1 2 1 2 2 1 1
9 1 1 2 2 1 oA/
The numbers at the left are sub tracted from
those at the to-P of the table • The borrovring
metho 1 of sub trac tlon as used. The numbers in the
squares indlcate the number of tlm.e s each Rroup
app eared. for example > 0 from 3 appeared once 5
from 8 appeared t ce •
The subtrac tion fac ts are not adequately tested.
only facts are Used.
i
n-
j
1
1
1
1
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Table Multiplic ation facts and their
frequency • Bus^L7ell--J oh:fi Dia^oStic C for
Fundamental Pro cesses in Arithmetic •
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 5 1 7 3 3 7 6 2 4
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 2 1
2 1 4 2 6 7 3 2 2 2
3 1 4 6 4 1 5
4 1 3 1 1
5 1 2 2 1 5 2 1
6 3 1 3 2 2 Z 1 3 2
7 2 1 1 2 1 3 2 4 4
8 1 1 2 6 4 3 3
9 4 2 3 1 6 3 3 5
The numbers at the left are the multipliers
those at the to:p of the table are the nmbers to
be 1nultiplied • The numbers in the sqmare indicates
the number of times the cor.bi:tiation app eared.
for example, 0 times 0 appeared 5 times 6 times S
appeared 2 time s •
The facts in 1TlUlt li cation are m.ore adeauatelv
tes ted than the facts in addition and sub traction
.
7 6 •facts are tested.
1f
-•
r
-i 1—
1
1
—
"1
—
1
—
——
- 1
-
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Table PYVT ] 3 I 5(i ir1 ; t Division and their
frequency • BusvjejLl--Johr1 1Diagnostic Chart for
Fundamental ProcJSC 3S ir1 iVrithnietic
i I 2 3 4 5 7 P, or 0 3 3 1 1
1 1 1
2 2
3 2 2
4 3 1 1
5 1
6 3 2 1
7 1
8 1 2 1 1
9 2 3
LO 3
12 1
14 1
15 1 2
16 1 1
17 1
18 2 1
19 1
20 1
23 1
24 1
28 1
31 1
35 1
36 1 1
41 1
42 1
45 1
48 ]L
50 1
56 1 1
70 1
80
I ^
i
51 short division facts are tested.
1-
r
_
UL
—
-th-M {—
—
1-
r
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Table CXVII Divisors and number of digits in
dividends. Biisrell-John Diagnostic Chart for
Fundamental Processes in Arithmetic.
16 1"^ 21 25 54 57 46 78 395 400 530 924^
The nimbers at the top of the table are the
divisors. The numbers at the left show how many
digits are in the dividends.
cf
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Table CXViii Timber of Facts Used in the Busrell-
Jolm Diagnostic Chart.
100 300 80 100 100 Short
palmary Upper Higher Primary Multiplication : ivioion
Addition Decade Decade subtraction Facts Facte
Facts Facts Facts Facts
69 49 7 65 76
The data of TableCXVlII shov:s that the Bus^rell-
John Diagnostic chart gives only a sampling of the
facts used in the fundamental proces?res. The tests
contain many process steps and are in line with the
main purpose of testing in arithmetic, namely to
give each child the greatest possible help in
improving his work but they do not adequately test
the facts in the fundamental processes.
Q
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b. »'The primary purpose of the Wilson Proosss
Inventory and Diagnostic Tests is to iinprove teaching.
Testing as such, although it nill be accomplisliel
by these tests, is a secondary consideration. It
is being more and more recognized, hov/ever, that
good testing must reinforce good teaching. Tests
whic?i measure merely for comparative purposes are
hardly justified for regular and intensive use.
These tests help the teacher and the pupil by
locating the specific causes of process difficulties."
These tests were developed as a part of the
program of the committee on Arithmetic of the
National Education Association for one hundred
percent accuracy in the simple tools of arithmetic.
They have been tried out in New England in
connection vrith the Massachusetts state-wide and
Nev: England contests.
"The process steps in connection with each
test constitute a carefully worked and teaching
scheme. In addition there are ten such steps; in
1. Wilson, G.M., The V.'ilson li:va!itor\" and
Diagnostic Tests in Arithiaetic
,
_A Brief Manual of
inGtructions , The university Publisiiing conpany,
1126 - 1128 Q Street, Lincoln, Nebraska, 19S8
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subtraction there are 20; in multiplication, 10;
in short division, 10; and in long division, 10. in
difficulty, the steps move from the easier and
simpler to the more difficult and more complex. —
In connection with each process, there are adaitional
opportunities for checlcin,^ a pupil's errors. In
the addition test there are fifteen additional
error difficulties, which, talcen 'nlth the original
10 groi'tps, gives a total of 25 checks upon the
child. These errors are not theoretical errors.
The lists have been carefully made up from the
actual analysis of errors made by children in the
Massachusetts and New England contests during the
past two years.
* The additional error difficulties in
subtraction are 27, which with the 20 teaching steps
give a total of 47 checks; in multiplication, there
are 17 additional checks, which taken v:ith the
10 group teaching steps make a total of 27 checks;
in short division, there are 27 additional error
checks, which v;ith the 10 group teaching steps,
make a total of 57 checks; in long division, there
ee
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are 45 additional error checks, which v;ith the
10 group teaching steps, make a total of 55
checks There are no tine limits.
The process tecching step-difficulties are as
follows :
Addition
1. Prinary combinations, sums to 9 + 9.
2. Upper decade facts, sums to 39 + 9.
3. Short columns, unseen addends, no zeros,
sums to 18.
4. Short columjis, unseen addends, with zeros,
sums to 18.
5. Two place or three place numbers with no
carriring, no zeros, or gaps.
6. Two place or three place numbers without
carr^ring but with zeros and gaps.
7. Tvro or three place addends, both two and three
place, carrying, sum of left hand colinns less
than 10, no zeros.
8. Oolui^ms, carrying, gaps, zeros, suns to 59 + 9.
1. Y.^ilson, G.M., The Wilson Inventory and
Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic , A l^rief :.fHnual of
of Instructions , "fTTe University PuMishir.r: oorpany
1126 -1128 Q Street, Lincoln, ilebraska, 1928
c
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9» Adding dollars and cents.
10. Higher decades needed for carrying In raultlpllcation.
Flub traction
1. Primary facts.
2. Related short divl3"'''j"^ facts.
5. Simple subtractions, without borrowing.
4. Two or three place numbers, no borrowing, zero
In answer.
5. Two or three place numbers, no borrowing, last
subtraction a zero^ot brought down.
6. Two or three place numbers, no borrowing, zeros
In subtrahend.
7. Gaps, or dangling lefts, no borrowing.
8. Two or three place numbers, one step borrowing.
Zero in the minuend and one step borrowing.
10. One step borrowing, the last subtraction a zero
not brought down.
11. Gaps, or dangling lefts, with borrowing.
12. Double borrowing.
13. Zeros in the minuend and double borrowl'ig.
14. Double borrov/ing, Involving the fl.gure- nine in
the subtrahend.
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15. Vanishing lefts, and. borro\7ing.
16. Vanishing lefts v/ith doiihle or triple "borrorrin
17. Dollars and cents, zero difficulties, no
borrowing
.
18. Dollars and cents with zero difficulties and
one step borrowing.
19. Dollars und cents v/ith double or triple
borrowing, zeros, gaps, and vanishing lefts.
20. Checking ans?/ers.
Multiplication
1. Primary combinations, no zeros.
2. Primary combinations, including zeros.
3. One place multiplier, no carrying (dollars and
cents )
.
4. One place multiplier, carrying requiring
addition in higher decade (dollars and cents).
5. One place multiplier, carrying requiring
addition in sane decade (dollars and cents).
6. One place multiplier, zeros in multiplicand
v;ith and without carrying into zero ( dollars
and cents )
.
7. Two and three place multiplier, no carrying
(dollars and cents).
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8. Two or three place multiplier, with carrying
(dollars and cents).
9. Single zeros in Tniiltiplisr (dollars aiid cents).
10. Douhle zeros in multiplicand or multiplier
( dollars and cents )
.
Division
1. Primary'- combinations, to 81 9, no remainders.
2. Uneven combinations, to 89 9.
7>. Two or more digits in quotient, no carrying, ro
remainders
.
4. Two or more digits in quotient, no carrying
but with rem^ainders.
5. Tv/o or more digits in quotients, with carrying,
no remainders.
5. Tv;o or more digits in quotient, with carrying,
and with remainders
7. One and two zeros in quotient, no carr^ring,
no remainders
.
8. One ond tvro zeros in quotient, with carn.'-ing.
9. One or more zeros in quotient, with carr\'"ing
and with remainders
10, Final zero in quotient, with and without
remainders
«I
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Table CXIX Addition facts and their frequency.
V/ilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic.
0 I
7 4 5 6 7 9 0 1 2 7) 5 6 7 ?< c
0 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 !6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 28 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 30 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 1 1
5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 31 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 2 2 2 2 5 2 2 2 2 2 32 1 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1
7 3 2 2 2 1- 2 2 2 2 33 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 34 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 35 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1
10 1 2 2 o 1 2 1 1 1 1 36 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
11 1 1 1 X -i. J. - 1 1 37 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 38 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 39 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
14 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 40 1 1 1 2 1 1 1
15 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 42 1 1 2 1 2 1
16 1 2 2 2 2 o 1 2 1 45 1 1 1 2 1 2 2
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 48 1 1 1 1 2 3 2
18 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 49 1 1 1 2 2 2
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
20 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 »G 1 1 2 1 1 1 2
21 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 63 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 64 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 72 1 1 1 1 1 1 o 2
24 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 81 1 1 1 1 2 1 o 1
25 1 ? 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 8 2
The figures on the left are added to those across
the top of the table. All the primary addition
facts are used, 298 of the decade combinations and
79 of the upper decade facts used in carrying in
multiplication
.
-V
-
H
1
-
-
(
I
I
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Table Addition facts and their frequency •
Addition Process Step Difficulties. ?/ilson In-^entor:;-
and Diap-nostic Tests.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 2 3 4 5 6 7
0 3 1 o*•-» 1 1 2 1 1 2 1 23 1 2 1
1 3 4 5 5 6 2 3 2 4 3 24 1 1 1
2 1 5 5 3 4 G 4 5 4 4 25 1 1 1 1
3 3 2 6 2 3 4 5 3 3 3 26 1 1 1 1 1
4 2 7 4 3 2 4 1 5 1 2 27 1 1 1
5 2 3 6 5 3 2 2 2 2 1 28 1 1 1
6 1 3 4 4 2 2 3 2 3 2 29 1 1 2
7 3 8 4 1 2 2 2 1 30 1 2 1
8 2 4 2 2 1 3 1 o 3 2 33 1
9 4 1 2 1 2 2 4 4 1 2 34 1
10 3 1 1 2 1 4 2 2 3 2 37 1
11 1 2 2 2 2 2 5 3 3 40 1
12 2 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 42 1
13 1 p 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 3 45 1 2
14 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 48 1 1
15 1 1 o 2 1 3 2 2 1 1 49 1 1 1
16 2 2 2 1 2 1 1 1 54 1 1
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 56 1 2
18 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 63 1 1
19 2 1 2 1 1 2 1 64 1
20 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 72 1
21 1 2 1 1 1 1 81 1
22 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 82
The figures on the left are added t0 t::OS e across
the top
.
98 of the primary facts in addition, 139 of the
upper decade facts, and 18 of the liigher decaae facts
used in carrying in multiplication are used in the
tests devoted to process step difficulties in addition.
I
I-
-
MM
-
-
—
1
-
M
-
1
iK
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Table r 771 sub'traction factG their frequency •
V/:Llson :[nventor:r I 3tic Tes"ts •
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 :b 13 141516 1718
0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
2 2 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
3 2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
4 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 2 2 2
5 2 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 2 2
6 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2
7 2 2 2 2 2 2 9 3 2 3
8 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 2
9 2 2 2 3 5
The fipaires on th(3 left are subtracteci Jfrom those
across the toi All 'bh«5 s ubtractioi1 J["acts3 (are used.
Table CXXII !3ubtractio:1 jF'actj3 1ised ii1 Pes3t 4P
Process SteiD Difficulties » Wilsoi1 ]Cnventor\r and
Dlasnostlc
0 X 5 4 5 6 3 9 101 i 121314 TRIG 1713
0 6 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 2 2
1 4 8 4 5 2 2 1 1 1 1
2 4 5 4 5 3 3 4 1 3 1
3 2 5 1 5 5 3 6 2
4 4 5 1 4 3 2 2 1 1
5 3 3 1 2 5 6 2 3
6 3 2 1 6 1 1 1 1 1 3
7 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 S 1
8 2 3 1 2 2 1 5 4
9 2 4 2 ?r 2 o 2 7
The figures 01 5 left are SIlb tracteci jrrom t:lose
\
acros!3 'the top • 91 J5UlDtraction Jfacts ire3 used. in
Teet '4P alone
•
i 1
i 1
1
1
1
1.
- u
1
l_ u
1 1 1 {
—)
—
1 1
1
(
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T able cXXII Hul tiplication facts and their
frequency • Y/ilson Inventory and Dia^no Stic T ests •
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
C 1 1 1 1 1 1 ± 1 1 1
a 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
•3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
P 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
€ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
£ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
c 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
nmbers on the left are the multipliers • 99
of the multip11cation facts are used.
T able CXXII] MultiDlication facts and their
frequency • Tes t 5P ProceS3 S tep Difficul ties •
V/ilson inventory and Dia;^ostic Tes ts •
0 1 3 4 5 r*O 7
0 15 5 6 4 8 11 6 7 9 9
1 5 1 5 4 4 2 4 o(?< 4 2
2 7 7 910 7 8 3 3 3 4
3 4 3 5 4 4 2 5 5 5 1
4 6 4 5 2 5 6 4 4 4 5
5 4 5 2 1 3 4 3 3 4
6 6 2 3 2 4 4 4 4 p:\^ 3
7 2 2 1 2 2 4 4 3 1
8 3 2 2 4 1 2 1 2 3 2
o 4 1 1 3 3 3 3 ,^ 7,
The figrures on the left are the niul ti-oliers • 99
of the multiplication facts are used in Tes t 5? alone •
1-1
i
_
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Table CXXIV Short division i?.act£3 imd 'bhei]? freqiiency.
Wlli3on lnventor3r oml Dia;^*n03tic T(33"bs >
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 •7O 4 5 6 7 8 nv/
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 i5 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 46 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 47 1 1 1 1 1
•7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 48 1 2 1 2 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 50 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 T 1 1 1 51 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 52 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 53 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 54 2 1 1 2
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 55 1 1 1 1
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 56 1 2 2 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 57 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 58 2 1 1 1
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 59 2 1 1 1
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 60 1 1 1
L6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 61 2 1 1
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 62 2 1 1
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 65 2 1 2
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 64 2 2 1
20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 65 2 1 1
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 66 2 1 1
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 67 2 1 1
2Z 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 68 2 1 1
24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 69 2 2 1
25 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 70 2 1
26 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 71 2 1
27 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 72 2 2
28 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 73 2 1
29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 74 2 1
30 1 1 1 1 1 1 75 2 1
31 1 1 1 1 1 1 76 2 1
32 1 1 1 1 1 1 77 2 2
33 1 1 1 1 1 1 78 2 2
34 1 1 1 1 1 1 79 2 2
55 1 1 1 1 1 1 80 2
36 1 1 2 1 1 1 81 1
37 1 1 1 1 1 1 82 2
38 1 1 1 1 1 1 83 2
39 1 1 1 1 1 1 84 2
40 2 1 1 1 85 2
41 1 1 1 1 2 86 2
42 1 2 2 1 1 87 2
43 1 1 1 1 1 88 2
44 1 ^ 1 1 1 !39 o
,o"h t.hfi ton }IT*= thf » 4-4.7
short divisor facts are used.
(LJ M
1
1 'I—
t
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T able CXXV Short division fHctn r^n d t
fre auency • Process Stex) difficulties • Vfilaon
Inventorv and Diapnostic Tests«
o 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 5 6 7 e o
0 2 2 5 4 7 3 5 7 27 3 1 1
1 2 2 1 1 1 2 88 1 1 3 2
2 2 1 1 1 1 30 1 1
3 2 3 2 1 1 32 1
4 1 2 1 2 1 1 35 1
5 1 2 3 1 36 1 2 2
6 8 1 1 4 1 37 2
7 1 3 4 1 38 1
8 1 3 1 4 3 40 1
9 2 1 1 2 1 2 42 1 4 1
10 2 2 1 45 2 1
11 1 2 1 1 47 1
12 1 1 2 i48 1 1 2 1
13 1 i49 1 1
14 1 6 52 1
15 2 4 1 1 1 1^4 2 3
16 1 1 2 1 2 55 1
17 1 1 57 1
18 1 1 1 2 5 63 4
19 1 1 64 2
20 1 1 65 1 1
21 3 72 1 1
22 1 81 2
23 1 85 1
24 2 1 i39 2
25 1
26 2 1
The ficTires across th( 5f thfi tahl ft nre the
divisors
.
They are divided int( the3 figurei3 at the
left. The fi.erures in tlIS sauares denote 1bh(3 freauencv.
140 of the shor"t division facts are useei tLn the teets.
^rivine: Dractice in 1arocesj^ R tftn
*•
1
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Table CXXVI Divisors and the number of digits in
the dividends • The Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic
Tests*
14 21 23 26 28 50 31 32 54 36 41 42 45 47 51 52
3 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2
5 1 1
6 a
54 59 61 63 64 66 67 70 71 72 75 74 81 85 91 98
3
4
5
6
111 121 131 222 1122
3
4
5
6
The figures at the top of the table are tjje
divisors, those on the left are the nmnber of
digits contained in the dividends*
ie
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Table CXXVII Nmber of facts used in the
fundamental processes. The Wilson Inventory and
Diagnostic Tests.
100
Primary
Fact- In
Addition
300
Upper
Decade
Facts
80
Higher
Decade
Pacts
100
Primary
subtraction
Pacts
100
Multiplication
Facts
Short
Division
Facts
100 298 79 100 99 447
Pacts Used in Process step Difficulties
98 139 18 91 99 140
From the data of Table CXXVII it may be seen
that the Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests in
Arithmetic give an almost perfect inventory of facts
in the fundamental processes* They provide a
detailed analysis of arithmetic skills. For example,
^e tests in addition contain ten types of examples
each of which differs from the others because of a
difference in the sl^ills involved in addition. The
tests in each process are constructed on the same
basis of analysis of difficulties.
The Wilson Inventori'- and Dia.gn03tic Testi in
Aritlimetic are essentially inventor^/ tests as nay
be seen from the careful inventory of facts and
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processes. They are valuable to the teacher
because they point out which of the combinations
each pupil knows and does not Imow; they discover
what skills have or have not been mastered, and
indicate where future instructional emphasis
should be placed. The tests conform to social
usage. They are in harmony v;ith and reinforce the
right curricular principles They reinforce
proper methods of teaching, therefore they are to
be highly recommended for use in the classroom.
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Accuracy is obtained only by drill in the
conbinations which arise in each of the fundamental
processes, instead of presenting a fer: of the
fundamental coinbinations the Wisconsin Inventory
Tests"^ endeavor to present all of them. These
tests v/ere used in the Third Annual Nation-wide
survey. "The Wisconsin Inventoiy Tests show that
only a few pupils in the poorest classes miss more
than 10 combinations out of 100 on the inventory.
This means that even in the poorest and most
discouraging class that any teacher has, all but
a few of the pupils are at least 90<j perfect.
Bearing this in mind and remembering that these
children will learn the remaining 10'f> of the
combinations when they know what they are, we have
every reason to feel assured that the long standing
difficulties in the fundamentals of arithmetic can
be conquered with ease and without loss of time. The
inventory teclmique is the onlj'" known device
1. Wisconsin Inventory Tests in Arithmetic
,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois
\
c
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that will produce results of this sort, it also
points to a fundamental but imlich neglected
principle of teaching. Show the pupil just what
he knows and just what he does not know, and he
will do the rest."-^
The plan of the tests is as follows:
Test 1 The 100 First Decade Combinations in Addition.
Test 2 The 100 Fundamental Combinations in subtraction.
Test 3 The 100 Combinations in Multiplication.
Test 4 Short Division Combinations.
Table 5 The Most Useful Combinations in Higher
Decade Addition.
Test 6 The Addition Combinations Needed for
Carrying in Multiplication.
Test 7 combinations which give Zero Quotients in
Short Division.
Test 8 Long Division.
Test 9 Bridging in the Addition of Mixed Numbers.
Test 10 Bridging ih the subtraction of Mixed
Numbers.
1. Ogbom, W.J., Teacher's Handbook for the
Y/is consin Inventory Tests in Arithmetic, page 4
c
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Test 11 One step Problems.
Test 12 Denominate Numbers.
(r.
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Table CXXVIII I^ddition facts and their frequency •
Wiscousin TnventOTv Tt is •
1
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 36 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 28 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 29 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 30 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 31 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 32 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 33 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 34 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 35 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 36 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 37 1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 38 1
13 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 40 1 1 1 1 1 1
14 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 45 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
15 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 48 1 1 1 1 J. 1 1
16 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 49 1 1 1 1 1 1
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 54 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
18 1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1 56 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
]L9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 63 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
e 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 64 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 72 1 1 1 1 1 2 1
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 81 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 82
24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 83
25 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 84
The numbers on iIhi3 left are added tc) thos(3 across
the ton Of 1bhe 1bable. 1Che Ilumber iT\ the5 S?auare
denotes the frequency.
100 •nTimaTn;- facts ar-fi URfid -i n ndili ti mi
.
9.9.7 of thfl
upper decade fact<^ . and 79 Of thft
.. —— — . . f - —
iftcade
facts used in carrvine: i
• ^
--^^
m multinlication
-
:he
addi tion facts are well GOVftred.
f
/
r---
1
1
L
-
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1
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L
1 7
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Table ( Subtraction facta and their frecniftntr/
1)/isconsi]1 ]Cnventorir 'rest"3 .
0 1 ? 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 io 11121314151G1718
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
i
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
f 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 I 1 1 1 I 1 1 1
The nmbers a1b 1bh€3 :Left are sub tracteci jL*r0Tn trios A
across3 1khe bOT5 C)f the table.
96J C)f the facts in multiplication are used.
4--
1
Table CXXV Mill tiplication facts and their frequency
Wisconsin Inventory tests
<
;
0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
JJ 8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
H h-
The numbers a1t 1ihe} JLeft are raultir)lied by those
across5 1ihe3 1iOl 1 Of the table
.
The 100 facts ir1. ;rlUltiDlicatic)n are tested.
\
1
r1
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Table cxxXI Short divisioi1 factf3 iand their
frequency » v/lsconsin Inventory Tests •
Ji, 5
r>O / Qo y 1 2 •7 4 c: o "7 p
U ± i. 1 2 X 6 oti (52 1 X X
± JL JL 1 1 1 X o<, 53 X X
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 154 T1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 155 1 1 1
1 TX 1X X 1X oo X o<o TX
f;
«j p X TX oo TX 1X
D 2 oy
r» 1 4U TX J. o o(T,
8 1 1 1 /I T4J. TX X 1X
Qy TX ± X X T
1 nLU 1 43 nX
LI 1 1 44
• ]L5 45 1X i.
]L6 1•1. 1 46
].7 48 ± 1
18 TX TX J. 49 1
20 X 1 X 1 1 TX 50 1 1 1 1
21 1 1 1 51 1 1 1 1
22 TX 1 X 52 1 1 1 1
23 1 1 1 53 1 1 1
24 TX TX X 1 JL c54 1 •tX 1 2
25 J. c55 1 1
<J6 1 56 2 o<&
<J7 1 1 2 60 1 1
28 1 651 1 1 1
50 1 1 1 1 1 62 1 1 1
51 1 1 1 63 1
The figures across the top of the table are the
divisors. The figures in tlie squares denote the
frequency, for example, 63 is divided by 7, twice,
by 8, once, by 9, once.
162 short division facts are used.
I
]1 VI r 1n 1
V
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Table CXXXII Divisors and ninnber of digits in
dividends. Wisconsin Inventory Testa.
48 51 61 68 70 72 87 Z12 Zf.2
The numbers at the top of the table are the divisors
those on the left are the nmber of digits contained
in the dividends.
Table CXXXIII Fractions to be changed to whole or
mixed nmbers. Vfisconsin Inventroty Tests.
2/2 AJAm 3/6 1 1^ 10/8 2l/8_ I6/9 20/12 22/16
372 MA 8/5 9/6 8/7 11/8 22/8 17/9 23/16
MA 9/
5
10/6 9/7 12/8 23/8 m2 22/12 24/I6
5/2 iLam 1/7 13/8 y/9 1^2 23/12 25/16
3/3 8/4 11/5 11/7 14/8 1^12 16/ IG ?G/1G
9/4m 15/8 11/9 l|l2 17/16 27/I6
W-#4 3^6 ^7 17/8 12/9 I9I2 18/16 28/ IG673 MAMA is/e 13/9 17/L2 I9/I6 29/16
773 3/6 8/8 19/8 14/9 jM2_ 20/iG 3 0 / 1
G
8/.'^ 6/5 7/6 i^/g 9/8 20/8 15/9 1-/1^ r^i/lG 31/16
rc
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Table CXXXIV Mixed nmbers to be changed to
improper fractions. Wisconsin Inventoiy Tests
1 i/s 1 4/7 1 6/9 1 2/16
1 1/4 1 5/7 1 7/9 1 3/lG
1_2U 1 l/8 1 1/12 1 4/I6
1 1/5 1 2/8 1 2/12 1 5/I6
1 3/8 1 3/12 1 G/16
1 5/5 1 4/8 1 4/12 1 7/16
1 1/G 1 5/8 1 5/12 1 8/16x% 1 g/b 1 1/12 1 9/16
1 5/6 1 1/9 1 7/12 1 10/16
l_Jl6_life 1 II/I6
1 1/7 1 12/ IG
1 ^/-^ 1 4/9 1 10/lp 1 I3/I6
1 3/7 1 5/9 1 1/16 1 14/16
TableCXXXV Fractions and mixed numbers used in
subtraction. Y.'isconsin Inventory Tests.
4-11/2 8-2 5/g 7-55/8 7-2 11/123-1 1/3 2 -
,
G - 7/8 6-3 1/I6
5 - 2/3 4-3 2/7 8-3 1/9 2-1 3/16
7 - 5 1/4 9-5 3/7 9-7 2/9 4-3 5/IG
1 - 3/4 8 - 3 4/7 8-6 4/9 6-2 7/I63-21/5 3-25/7 1 - 5/9 5-5 9/I6
1 - 2/5 7 - 2 g/7 £ - 8/£ 6 - r> 11/169-5 3/5 2-17/9 3-1 1/12 9-3 13/168-7 4/5 1 - 1/8 4 11 5/12 2 - 15/lG
6 - 3 i/g 1 - 3/8 5 - 7/12
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Table CXXXVlDenomlnate numlDers used in reduction,
ascending and descending. Wisconsin inventory Tests.
column 1 colunn 2
feet
feet
yards feet
rdjds yards
yards rods
rods miles
SQ..in • sq.ft
.
s q .ft
.
s q • in
SCI. ft sq.yds •
S(i.3'"ds * sq.f t
s q .rds
•
sq.mi
sq.mi acres
acres sq.mi
acres sq.rds
.
s q •rds
.
acres
cu.in
•
CU#fto
cu.ft cu • in
cu.ft cu .yds
pints quarts
quarts pints
quarts pecks
pecks quarts
pecks bushel
bushel pecks
quarts gallon
gallon quarts
ounces pounds
pounds ounces
cents nickels
nickels cents
dir.es cents
cents dimes
minutes hours
days weeks
weeks days
months years
years months
The units of measure in column 1 are to be changed
to their equivalents in columii 2.
r
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V/isconsin inventory
Subject Matter of Problems
Buying toys, fruit.
Haviii,^ certain number of articles and getting more.
Differences in age, hours, pounds.
Finding sum, product, quotient.
Number of quarts of berries picked.
Number of glasses of lemonade served.
Spending money, amount left.
Number of plants in a r077.
Dividing candy among number of boys.
Amount of ice cream necessary to serve so many
people.
Time to walk certain number of miles.
Length of time necessary to save a certain amount
of money.
Vfeight of milk.
r
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Table CXXXVII Classification or problems involving
fundamental processes. Y/isconsin Inventor^'- Tests.
Classification Frequency
Addition 13
Subtraction 16
Multiplication 15
Division 15
Fractions 1
Total 60
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Table CXXXVIII Number of Facts Used in the v:isconsin
Inventor^;- Tests in Arithrietic.
100
Primary
Addition
Facts
300
Upper
Decade
Facts
80
Higher
Decade
Facts
100
Primary
subtraction
Facts
100
uul t iv) 1i cat i on
Facts
Short
Division
Facts
227 7 9 98 10-: 162
From the data on Table CXXXViii: it may be seen
that the \7isconsin Inventor^'- Tests ii: Arithrietic
cover nearl:|5 all the facts in the fundamental
processes. The tests are arranged according; to
carefully planned process step difficulties. They
are, therefore, of great value in identifying pu.pil
abilities and v'eaknesses . The work in fractions and
denominate numbers is sim.ple. The problems are a
step in advance of the t^^Dical textbook problems.
They deal v;ith situations that are real and that
chiltiren understand.
The v/isconsin Inventory Tests in the fundamental
processes are in harmony with and reinforce the right
curricular principles. They reinforce proper methods
of study. Therefore they are to be recommended for
classroom use.
m
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Table OXXXIX Facts used in the fundamental processes
in the Busv/ell-John Diagnostic Gliart, conpa^s
Diagnostic Tests, Monroe Diagnostic Tests, The
V,^ilson Inventor^^ and DiagnOotic Tests, and the
7/isconsin Inventory Tests in Arithmetic.
100
Primary
Addition
Facts
300
Upper
Decade
Facts
80
Higher
Decade
Facts
100
Primary
Subtraction
Facts
100
tmitiplication
Facts
Short
Division
Facts
Buswell-
John 69 49 7 63 77 52
Compass 79 81 2 58 77 -.9
Monroe
Part 1
75
Part 2
25
Part 1
103
Part 2
84
Part 1
0
Part 2
41
Part 1
21
Part 2
54
Part 1
90
Part 2
64
Part 1
49
Part 2
Wilson 100 298 79 100 99 447
Wisconsin 100 227 79 98 100 12G
The Wilson inventor^r and Diagnostic Tests, and
the ?risconsin Inventory Tests in Arithmetic, afford
the most satisfactory inventory of facts in the
fundamental processes. The Wilson Inventory and
Diagnostic Tests are slightly superior in testing ::ore
completely the number of fundamental facts in the
fundamental processes, and much superior in the
H analysis of process step difficulties.
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Diagnostic testing is aimed not only at
finding deficiencies, and organizing remedial
instruction, but it is quite as valuable for
furnishing better insight to the teacher of
arithmetic by acquainting her with what is involved
in the learning process of arithmetic, and v/hat
types of examples offer greatest difficulty.
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Chapter VI
Problem or Reasoning Tests
a. Content and. evaluation
Problem worlc should consist largely in the
selection and perfomances of computations that
would be needed in a particular situation in
which the pupil wouJ.d need to locate and select the
essential data himself instead of having it
presented to him in an organized manner as is now
done in verbal problems
•
The gcrtipils should learn in a natural situation
such as they meet in life and should have an active
part in the planning and execution of such activities
to the end that ibhey may develop understanding of
business and develop judgment.
At present requirements for a satisfactory
reasoning test are only approximated. The
reasoning process is not m.echar.ical . It tends to be
individualistic and adaptable. This adds to the
difficulty of measurement. All of the reasoning
tests are general tests. They are not diagnostic
except for the particular problem included.
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a» The Stevenson Problem Analysis Testl consists
of four tests each containing six problems. The
tests endeavor to test ability to read problems,
understand them, determine the process to be used,
and approximate the ansiTer. The following questions
are asked for each problem:
A* YHiich of the follo\Ying facts are driven
in the problem?
B» Which of the following things are you
asked to find out in the problem?
C* Which of the following is the most
reasonable ansv.-er?
D. Which process should be used in solving
the problem?
It is an alternate response test, four statements
being given under each question.
1 • Stevenson Readin.n: Tests Problem Analysis
,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington,
Illinois
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Test 1 of the Stevenson Reading Test is designed
for Grades IV - VI; Test II is designed for Grades
VII - X.
situation Involved in Problems
Form 1 Test 1
1. Cost of certain number of automobiles
at ^ — Gach.
2* Number of pounds in a given number of bags
of potatoes.
Z* Number of boxes needed to hold so many
fanoy apples.
4. Buying and selling a boat. Gain?
5. Boys gathered nuts. Number of nuts gathered.
6. Length of Mississippi River and number of
miles navigable. Number of miles not
navigable.
Form 1 Test 2
1. Reading gas meter.
2. Earning money working for father.
3. Wages of men v/orking on building at same
rate per day.
4. Buying vacuum cleaner on instaLnent plan.
c
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5. Business man's personal expenditures.
Salary given and itemized list of expenses.
6. Development Company buying land and
dividing it into lots.
Form 2 Test 1
1. Finding given weight of children.
2. Buying football tickets.
3. Buying and selling a house.
4. Divielin;;: money equally among five bo^'-s.
5. Buying a supply of coal.
6. Spending money per month.
Form 2 Test 2
1. Pupils making school bad,p:es.
2. Buying and selling farm.
3. Making toy boats and selling them.
4. Finding distance from one city to another.
5. Cost of dress figuring materials and
certain value for time spent.
6. cost of meal at restaurant.
The problems are typical of those found in
textbooks of arithmetic and traditional classrooms.
"The isolated \/ritten problem of the usual tinpe
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Should disappear from textboolis, and the schoolroom.
It should be replaced by the real problem arising
directly out of the child's experience. This means
that written problem work hereafter should be based
upon large, sizable, thinking situations, and
usually developed in the local community. They
should be well v/ithin the comprehension of the child,
and should appeal strongly to his interests.
Tliey are not primarily computational, but informatior.al.
They should develop understanding of business,
and judgment in the expenditure or use of money. "-^
1. Wilson, G.M., What Aritlmetic Shall We
Teach ? Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston,
Massachusetts, 1926, page 117 - 118
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Chapter VII
S\3niniaiv»
The need of adequate ways and r.ieans of testing
instruction in ari time tic has "been felt for many
years. The pioneers in the field of testing in the
fundainental processes v^ere Rice and stone. Courtisl
caine next.
Many tests in arithmetic have been prepared "by
those who had little familiarity with the teaching
of aritimetic and who had given no particular stud^'"
to the evaluation of its subject raatter before
under tailing their work. "Certain of the authors of
these tests did possess, however, a thorough familiarity
v;ith statistical technique as auplied to educative
problems which they hastened to adapt to arithmetic
without carefully selecting in advance the probler.is
to which they applied it. The result is that these
standardised tests contain considerable material which
is not representative of the best practice in the
teaching of aritimetic ; v/hich tends to standardi::e
1 . Monroe , ^.'^ . s
.
, DeVoss , J . 0
.
, and '^elly , ? . r .
,
gducational Tests and Lleasurenents
,
Houghton Mifflin
company, Boston, Massachusetts, 1924, page 18 - 19
* There is some repetition. It is for the
convenience of the reader who nay wish to turn at
once to the sumr.ary.
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topics v;hich should not "be taught, and which
consequently handicaps certain efforts to reorganise
the curriculum." ^
The problem in this study is to analyze and
evaluate standardized tests in arithmetic, and to
so arrange and interpret the data that it nay "be
found helpful in choosing or rejecting a standardized
test.
Arithmetic is a tool subject, Perhaps no
other subject in the entire school curriculum was
affected so much by the abandonment of the theori'' of
formal discipline as was the teaching of arithjnetic
.
It is nov; a widely accepted aim that arithmetic
should serve a socially useful purpose. By liniti:.g
the v;ork in the elementary grades to those processes
which are useful and by insisting upon 100<^j mastery
of them, the needs of society shall be met. Jt is
now generally'' accepted that formal procedui^e upon
useless and often meaningless processes is
1. Upton, Clifford 3., Influer.ce of Stai'.dordized
Tests on t]ie Curriculum in Arithjietic , l.athem.ati.-s
Teacher, April 1925, pa^:e 19" - 208
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detrimental to a child's interer:;t, aiid to h±B liabits
of study.
Research has shovrxi that the rjreater part of
arithmetic in common use consists of comparatively
small numbers, mid the problems involved are relatively
easy of interpretation
In choosin^j; a test in aritinnetic, care should
iDe tahen that the test he ir. har^iony with and rein"^orce
the right curricuiar principles; and that it reinforces
the proper notiiod of teaching.^
Tests in aritlimetic are given -ainly for the
'oup'Tona of sscuri.i;; infcrr^ntlon r^-'^ich c?^' "be used In
nailing instruction moro effective. Arit.::.-etic tests
may be divided into tyro olasse-^: 1. Tests in abst:'act
nuLibers. P,. Tests in v/ritten problems. The test:,
in abstract numbers divide themselves into trro group.:
1. The survy tyi^e which consists of a sampling of
jyC:®.J^sejfiil_faxijts and such as the Clevelai'.v-
1. Third YearbcoK, Department of superintend :r.ce.
National Education Association, \Yashington, lis trie t
of Columbia, chapter III Arit^inetic, ?!umman/ of
Research studies, page 35 - 109
2. v'-ilson, Ct.M., and Koke, K.J., How to ! eas". re
The Macraillan Company, New York, 1929, Revised
Edition, page 516
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Survey or the i^onroe Survey Tests. The inventory
test which theoretically is a complete inventory 01
the useful facts and procesi^'^s such os the VJilson
Inventory and Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic. Much
less attention has been devoted to the construction
of tests in written problems than to tests in abstract
numbers. Problem v/ork should ijivolvo natural
situations v/hich the pupils encoujiter in their
activities. The pupil should have an active part
the planning and execution of such activities that
they may develop understanding of busine^y and
judgment in the use of money. Ho outstanding tests
in written problems have been constructed.
The purpose of a survey test, as the name
implies, is to secure a general measure of the level
of achievement of a clasr. or school. A suoTvey test
In arithmetic m.erely indicates that a class or school
is below the standard. It does not indicate the
specific reason for the deficiency.
f
The Cleveland. sur\''ey Tests originated in the
oclu.cational survey of the Clevelajid Public Schools.
The material was based on the Cleveland course of
study.
The tests are composed of fifteen different s'-ts
of examples, and are to be used in grades III to VII
I
They aim to test the fundamentals of arithj-qetic
.
There are four sets of the tests in addition; t^TO
in subtraction; three in multiplication; four in
division; and two in fractions, in each of the
fundamental processes, the first set of examples is
simple and esteh succeeding test increases in
difficulty thus enabling the teacher to determine
whether a lacl; of knowledge of the useful facts,
primal*:' and related, or a lach of comprehension of
the process involved prevents the child from
attaining satisfactory'- achievement. The main
purpose of testing in aritlnnetic is to help the pupil
"V/e have come to realise that eac2i separate response
in the useful tool material of arithjnetic must be
mastered, and in turn tested if the diagnosis of the
pupil's ability'" is to be complete. The present
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tendency, therefore, in testing in arithmetic is to
cover completely the operations in all of their
specific phases and do this in such a manner that
diagnosis of pupil mealinesses becomes relatively
easy. That is, since v;e "\ave no'j narroT7ed our vTorlc
in arithmetic to the useful phases, it is
unsatisfactory to ascertain merely the percentage of
masterT,"" by the use of a random sampling; what is
wanted is a coi;iplete inventory of acconplisliments
and deficiencies."^
Of the survey tests, analysed and evaluated,
the Clevelojid survey Tests afford the most
satisfactor3'' inventor:/* of useful facts, primary and
related, in the fundamental processes. In Form I,
90 of the 100 primar:?* addition facts, 143 of the 500
upper decade facts, and 53 of the 80 higher decade
facts used in carrying in multiplication are tested.
79 of the 100 primary/ subtraction facts, 85 of the
100 multiplication facts, and 91 of the 449 short
1. Y.'ilson, Ct.].:., and T^plie, }:.cT., now to '.easvre
The Macmillan Company, Nev: "^orl:, 1929, page 71
sI
4^
division facts are used. In Form II, 89 of the 100
prir.iar:'' adc'.ition facts, 162 of the 300 upper decade
facts, and 55 of the 80 higher decade facts are
used; 70 of t;ie 100 prinary «^ub traction facts, 81
of the 100 multiplication facts, and 94 of the 449
short division facts are used.
The Cleveland survey Tents confom ncre closely
to social usage, and to the grade recv.ironeiits
recorinended by the Arithmetic Cornr.ittee of the
National Education Association than the other r,v.TV-'y
tests analysed. By omitting. Set 0, 7,'hich consists
of r;orK in fractions, and Set J, which consists of
single colui;m addition with thirteen addends, the
Cleveland survey Tests in Ari time tic confori.i to the
demands of social usage, and are to he recommended
for the purpose of a general survey.
The compass survey Tests in Arithmetic are
prepaj^ed in two form.s, A and B. The Elementary
Exam.ination prepared for Grr.des II, III, and IV,
consists of tests in addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division of whole nur.fcers.
rc
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Aclvancecl Exanination designed for C-^ad9^• IV to VIII,
consists of exaniplec in \:iicle niunbers, fractions,
decimals, denominate nimbers, percentage, and general
problems
.
The compass Surve:,' Tests in Aritluaetic are
dof?iraiod to tont material in arades II, III, and 17,
that the National Cor;-.:ittGe ci: Aritlii-.Tetic-^
recomriends for higher grndes . The following
Lmroar'onable grade reqv.irements 'v noted:
lorr.ial drill in Grade II
Long Division in Grade III.
Percentage, interest, mid r.r.-^-~l9,2lcn ^'r '"r
IV and V.
The u:ioful facts, priraar^,'- and related, in the
fnndamental processes are rs t ' r ^ -^nv + - .
In the Elementary Exarainaticn, 5S of the 100
primary addition facts, r^O of the 300 upper decade
facts, and 4 of the higher deoade f^-^.ts used in
carrying in nultiiUi cation are tes - af the 100
prir.iari'- subtraction facts, 100 of the ICC v. - .
1. Third Yearbook, Departm.ent of superintendence
National Fdtication Association, Chapter III,
ArithJietic, pa^jes o5 - l~r
<
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factf3, and 4.'^ of the 449 short division facts nj-e
tested. In Fom B of the Elementary Exaiiiination 50
Ox the primary addition facts, 2G of the 300 upioer
decade facts, 3 of the 80 higher decade facts are
tented; 54 of the 100 s^.ih traction facts,, and 46 of
the 449 short division facts are tested.
In the Advanced Examination, Eorm A, only 40
of t-ie 100 primary addition facts, 28 of the SCO
upper decade facts, 26 of the 100 subtraction fact^,
37 of the 100 m.ultiplication facts, and 7 of the
449 short division facts are tested. In Porni B of
the Advanced Examination, 38 of the 100 primai^^
addition facts, 31 of the 50C upper decade facts,
?4 of the primary subtraction facts, 4,? of the 100
multiplication facts, and 10 of the 449 short
division facts are tested.
The excjnples in fractions go beyond social
usage, such as addition of ninths and fifths;
subtraction of ninths from th.irds . There is little
or no use for the multiplication of a fraction
by a fraction. The case for division of fractions
is even less favorable.
1
1~* Upto:: , Clifford P
. ,
Ch-^n~in,^ the Curriculum
in Arit'imetic , Teac'.iers' colle.'^e Record :341 - 359,
December 1926
cc
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The examples in decimals and. in denominate
numtjers consist of drill on useless and traditional
material. 1 Host of the problems are the traditional
problems of the ciassrocm, involving; situations
about v/hich the pupils know nothing;.
The Compass Survey Tests in Arithmetic are not
in hamiOny with nor do they reinforce the ri/^ht
curricular principles; they do not adequately test
the useful facts, primary and related in the
fundamental processes. The Compaf^s Survey Tests i""
Arithmetic have little to recomr.iend them.
The I-onroe Standardized General S'urvey
AritlF^ietic Scales are designed to test the four
fundamental processes in whole numbers, ±:\ fractions,
and ii; decimals, scale 1 is for use in Grades ITT,
IV, and y. It consists of eight teits. Scale II
is for use in Grades VI, VII, and Viii. it consist
of seven tests. There are three forms for each
scale. All three forms are similar in content.
1. sala, v., I)c3noT:-inatG "I'r.bers Usod in the
Factories of Hew Britain
,
Connecticut , Boston
imiversity school of rducatlcn, L.astor's Thesis,
ic: 1
f
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The tests are apiral in arrangement thus
presenting process steps to help the teacher
detenaine on which specific skill in the process,
the pupil fails.
in Scale I, Form I, 80 of the 100 primary
addition facts, and 54 of the 300 upper decade
facts are tested; 68 of the 100 primary subtraction
facts, 84 of the 100 multiplication facts, and 90
of the 449 short division facts are tested. In
scale II, VOTn I, 63 of the 100 primary'- addition
facts, and 96 of the 300 upper decade facts are
tested; 54 of the 100 primary subtraction facts,
and 71 of the 100 multiplication facts are tested,
in Scale 1, Form II, 76 of the 100 primary addition
facts, 54 of the 300 upper decade facts, 60 of the
100 primary subtraction facts, 81 of the 100
multiplication facts, and 9S of the 449 short
division facts are tested, in Scale II, Form II,
56 of the 100 prim.ary addition facts, and 98 of the
300 upper decade facts are tested; 51 of the 100
primary subtraction facts, and 66 of the 100
<f
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multiplication facts are tested, in ncale I, Form
III, 75 of the 100 primary addition facts, 61 of
the 300 upper decade facts, 60 of the 100 primary
subtraction facts, 81 of the 100 multiplication
facts, and 89 of t":.e 449 short division facts are
used. In Scale II, Form III, 61 of the 100 primaiy
addition facts, 95 of the 300 upper decade facts, 44
of the 100 primary subtraction facts, and 66 of the
100 multiplication facts are tested.
The Monroe Standardized General Survey Scales
afford a sampling of the useful facts in the
fundamental process&e. They go beyond social
usage in addition, su.b traction, multiplication,
and division of fractions, and in division of
decimals. Because of the above if the tests in
fractions and in decimals are omitted the lionroe
Standardized General Survey Scales may be used for
the puiTpcse of a general survey.
The Pittsburgh Aritlmetic Scales are designed
for grades three to eight. They are spiral in
arrangement and aim to test the four fundamental
processes.
N
fc
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In Form A of the Pittsburgh Arithmetic Scales,
P,e of the 100 prl^.iary addition facts, 66 of the 300
upper decade facts, and 9 of the higher decade flacts
used in carrying in multiplication are used; 29 of
the 100 primary subtraction facts, 34 of the 100
multiplication facts, and 13 of the 449 short
division facts are teoted. In Fom B, 30 of the 100
primary'' addition facts, 42 of the 300 upper decade
facts, and 5 of the 80 higher decade facts are
tested; 28 of the 100 primary subtraction facts,
46 of the 100 multiplication facts, and 9 of the 449
short division facts are tested. In Form C, 29 of
the 100 primary addition facts, and 9 of the 80
higher decade facts are used; 33 of the 100
primary subtraction facts, 34 of the 100 multiplication
facts, and 15 of the 449 short division facts are
tested. The Pittsburgh Arithmetic Scales do not
adequately test the useful facts,primar:r and related
in the fundaraental processes. They go beyond
social usage, for example, addition of five place
figLifes with 7 addends; subtraction of nine place
figoues from 10 place figures; multiplication of
<
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5 place figuroG hy 3 place figures; division of
9 place figures "by tv/o place figures. The Pittsburgh
Arithmetic Scales are of doubtful value to the teacher.
An inventory test is designed to point out the
particular wealmesses of individual children. It
Is in giving such detailed information that the
inventory test is of value. Class or pupil
wealoiesses may be investigated with exactness. Once
a difficulty has been diagnosed it can be remedied
by proper instruction and practice. If a pupil
cannot borrow but has mastered the primary facts in
subtraction he can be given instruction and practice
in borrowing, and may be excused from further drill
in the priraar:/ subtraction combinations. Theoretically
an inventory test is a complete inventors^ of the
useful facts and processes.
The Compass Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic do
not meet the standards of inventory tests and therefore
do not come imder that classification. The compass
Diagnostic Tests consist of twenty different tests
each dealing with some one of the processes or with
problem solving. The method of diagnosis is to
give a test in a single process to determine the
i
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level at v/hich the slcill of the pupil in anelenent
of the process brealcs dovm and thus aid the teacher
inlocsting the cause of wearme^-s in the process.
The Compass Diagnostic Tests do not adequately
test the useful facts, primary and related in the
fundamental processes. Only 79 of the 100 primary
addition facts, 81 of the 300 upper decade facts,
and 2 of the 80 higher decade facts are tested; 53
of the 100 primary subtraction facts, 77 of the 103
multiplication facts, and 49 of the 449 short
division facts are tested. The Compass Diagnostic
Tests afford only a sampling of the useful facts,
primar^r and related in the fundamental processes
and therefore may be classed as a survey test.
The compass Diagnostic Tests go beyond social
usage in fractions, such as: addition of fifths,
sevenths, and thirty fifths; subtraction of
tvjelfths from ninths; multiplication of trrentv-fifths
by sixteenths; and division of sixteenths by
fortieths."*"
1. Fourth Yearbook, Department of superintendenc
National Education Association, Chapter V Arithjnetic
page 177
•
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In social usage, decimals are used mainly
uitli United states money. The follov/ing examples
do not refer to United States money.
1. 34.5 + ,09 + 627 + 3.014
2. 36.724 - 36.0724
3* .9182 X .2104
4. 1.008 -i- .04
The vrork in addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division of denoijiinate numbers is obsolete.^
Examples in mensuration should be informational.^
The aim of informational subject matter is defeated
when subjected to fomal drill and testing. The
problems are the typical classroom problems.
They present farfetched situations or deal with
material with v/hich the child is not familiar. The
following is an example.
1. Two weeks ago I had 6.7 tons of coal in my
coal bin. The first week I burned 1.1 ton? .
The second week I burned only .8 tons.
1. XJoody, Clifford, Types of Arithmetic
Heeded in Certain
,
Types of Salesmanship
,
Elementary
School Journal, volume 22, pa<ge 505 - 520
2* Fourth Yearbook, Department of superintendenc
National Education Association, Chapter V Arithjietic
page 177
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HOW much coal have I left?
If written problems are developed out of the
experiences and activities of the pupils, most of
the problem difficulties would disappear.
Scientific s todies on problem solving agree that most
of the problem difficulties have been due to the faitt
that pupils did not have the experience necessary Tor
understanding the situations presented in the textbook
problems.^
The Compass Diagnostic Tests afford only a
sampling of the useful- facts, primary and related
in the fundamental processes, and should, therefore,
be classed as a survey test. Tests I to IV deal
with the fundamental processes and may be used for
general survey purposes. Tests V to XX are not in
harmony with nor do they reinforce the right
Curricular principles. 2 They test useless and
traditional material. As a whole the Compass
1. Fourth Yearbcok, Department of Superintendence
National Education Association, Chapter V Arithmetic
page 177
.
2. v;ilson, G.M., and Koke, K.J., How to Measure
The Macmillan company, New York, 1929, pa,^e 279
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Diagnostic Tests in Arithmetic are of doubtful value to
classroom teacher
•
The Monroe Diagnostic Tests are composed of a
series of tv;enty one tests designed to diagnose the
particular difficulties of each individual child.
These tests are printed in four parts. Tests I to XI
of the Monroe Diagnostic Tests consist of examples
on integers and are designed for grades IV to Viii.
Part III is on common fractions, and is designed for
grades V to Viii; Tests XVIII to XXI (Part IV)
consist of examples in multiplication and division
of decimals. They are to be used in Grades VI
to VIII. Each test is timed separately.
In Part 1, 75 of the 100 primary addition facts,
84 of the 300 upper decade facts are tested; 9C of the
100 multiplication facts, and 49 of the 449 short
division facts are tested. In Part ii, 25 of the
100 primary addition facts, 84 of the higher deacde
facts; 54 of the 100 subtraction facts; and 64 of
the 100 multiplication facts are tested. The llonroe
Diagnostic Tests in Aritlmetic do not meet the
requirements of inventory tests. They do not afford
<i
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a complete inventroy of the useful facts, primary
and related, in the fundamental processes • They
afford a sampling of facts and therefore, may be
classed as a survey test.
Test VII, Part II goes beyonfl social usage.*
It consists of single column addition v;ith
thirteen addends.
Most of the fraction combinations are used only
in textbooks of arithmetic, and not in real life
situations, for example, 4/l5 + 5/9
;
7/9 - 1/6; 7/12 X 4/7; 4/7 -r 8/11. There is little
or no need for the multiplication of a fraction
by a fraction such as 3/4 x 5/6. The case for
division of fractions is even less favorable.'^
in business and social usage fractions are
used mainly in connection with United states money,
therefore, most of the work in decimals in the schools
1. Wilson, a.M., \7hat Arithmetic Shall T/t TeaoHl
Houghton Mifflin company, B0s ton , Mas g achms etTs
,
1926, page 124
2. Upton, Clifford B., Changing the Curriculum
in Aritlimetic , Teachers' College Record; 341 - 359,
December 1926
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should be confined to united states money, otheir.Tiae
the vrork is meaningless and involves mere manipulations.
By omitting Tests Vii, Part ii, which goes
beyond social usage, Parts I and II of the Llonroe
Dia;gnostic Tests in Arithmetic may be used for
general survey purposes. Parts III and iv are not
in hannony vrith, nor do they reinforce the right
curricular principles. ^ They test useless and
traditional material in fractions and dediraals.^
The Buswell-o^olin Diagnostic Chart aims to
cover the four fundamental processes. The examples
are arranged in the order of increasing difficulty,
thus enabling the teacher to determine the specific
difficulties of each pupil . The purpose is to give
the child the greatest possible help In Improving' .lis
v;ork. This purpose is in line v/ith the newer ideas
of testing. The chief limitation of this diagnostic
chart is the incomplete sampling of facts in each
process. Only 69 of the 100 prii-iarj^ addition facts,
1. Wilson, G.U., and Hoke, K.J., how to Measure
,
The Macmillan Company, Nev; York, 1929, page 279
c
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49 Of the 300 upper decade facts, and 7 of the 80
higher decade facts are tested; 63 of the 100
primary subtraction facts, 77 of the 100 inultiplicatlon
facts, and 52 of the 449 short division facts are
tested. The results of the test would not give any
information of the piQ^il's knowledge of the missing
combinations thus maKing an incoipplete inventroy.
The Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests
afford an almost complete inventory of useful facts,
primary and related in the fundamental processes
of arithmetic. The 100 primary addition facts are
tested, 298 of the 300 upper decade facts, and 79 of
the 80 hlgl'ier decade facts are tested; the 100
subtraction facts, 99 of the 100 multiplication
facts, and 447 of the 449 short division facts are
tested. The Wilson inventor^;- and Diagnostic Tests
afford a detailed analysis of process step difficulties.
They were constructed on the basis of a careful
analysis of the skills in each process. The
fundamental purpose underlying inventoiy testing in
arithmetic is to produce improvement in a pupil's
I
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work by discovering and removing the incorrect
habits of work which are the cause of his errors.
The siliccess of remedial teaching depends upon the
accuracy and detail with which the specific skills
are identified and isolated in an inventory test.
The Wilson Inventory and Diagnostic Tests are
essentially inventory tests. They give an alnost
complete inventor:^ of useful facts, primary and
related in the fundamental prooasses. They afford a
detailed analysis of proceso step difficulties
thus enabling the teacher to make a careful
analysis of the pupil's work, and on that basis to
do whatever reteaching is necessary and to prescribe
the necessary remedial work. The Tilson inventory
and Diagnostic Tests confom to social uaage. They
satisfy the requirements of the criteria of a
standardized test. They are to be highly recommended
for use in the classroom. They vrlll be most
helpful to teachers in increasing the effectiveness
of their instruction*
Dr. W.J. Osbom, author of the Wisconsin Inventory
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Tests in Arithnetic, \ias one of the first to
recognize that each useful fact, primary and related,
must "be mastered before loofj accuracy can be assured.
The Wisconsin Inventory Tests endeavor to test
each useful fact in the fundamental processes.
They test each of the 100 primary addition facts, 227
of the 300 upper decade facts, 79 of the 80 higher
decade facts; 98 of the 100 primar:'- subtraction
facts, the 100 multiplication facts and 162 of the
449 short division facts. In addition, sub traction,
and multiplication, the Wisconsin Inventory Tests
give an almost complete inventory of the useful
facts, prinaiy and related, but in short division
only about 37fj of the useful facts are tasted. The
work in fractions and decimals is simple. The
Wisconsin Inventory Tests in the fundamental
processes may be profitably used.
The Wilson Inventor:^ and Diagnostic Tests, and
the Wisconsin Inventory Tests in Arithmetic, afford
the most satisfactory/ inventor^'' of useful facts,
primary and related, of the tests analyzed.
The Wilson inventory and Diagnostic Tests are
(
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slightly superior in testing more adequately the
number of useful facts primary and related in the
fundamental processes and much superior in the
detailed analysis of process step difficulties.
Care is necessary in choosing a standardized
test. Before using a test it should be carefully
examined: first as to basic curricular values and
effects on methods of teaching; second as to possible
value of details in inventorying pupil needs and
improving teaching. Much needs to be done.
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